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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study examined the effect of hospital inputs on physician outputs,

costs, prices, and incomes. Data on physician practices was matched with

data on the hospital of primary affiliation. The primary measure of hospital

inputs which was found to be important was the number of hospital employees

per active staff physician in the surveyed physician's primary affiliated

hospital.

The study found that increases in the number of hospital employees per

staff (non-salaried) physician lead to substantial increases in physician

output. Increasing this ratio from one standard deviation below the mean to

one standard above the mean results in an Increase in value weighted output

(sum of visits and operations weighted by relative prices) for CP's of 8.7

percent, for internists and general surgeons of 20 percent, and for orthopedic

and neurosurgeons of 40 percent.

Similar results are obtained by analyzing the effect of hospital inputs

and physician practice inputs on each type of output separately, holding the

amount of other output constant. For example, holding office visits and

operations constant, the productivity of physician time spent seeing patients

in the hospital is significantly improved by increases in hospital personel

per staff physician. Somewhat surprisingly, even the office visit productivity

of physician time in the office is related to hospital inputs; the effects are

statistically significant but somewhat smaller in magnitude than those for

hospital visits or operations.

While there are exceptions for a few specialties, physician productivity

is not generally affected by the size or complexity of the hospital, by the
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hospltal, by the number of interns and residents per staff physician, or by

the type of hospital control.

The study also looked at the impact of hospital inputs on physician

practice costs, measured either by computing explicit costs for non-physician

inputs (with physician hours then included as an additional variable) or by

adding to non-physician costs an estimate of the opportunity cost of physician

time. The survey data provided only a partial and imperfect measure of cost.

There was little statistical relationship between hospital inputs per physician

(or other hospital characteristics) and costs, but this result is perhaps

attributable to the poor measure of cost.

The study additionally analyzed the effect of hospital inputs on

physician charges. It was found that inputs in the physician's own hospital

had no significant effect on his charges. However, charges (measured by the

fee for a hospital visit) were negatively related to area-wide hospital inputs

for all specialties; this relationship was statistically significant for

many of the specialties.

Finally, the relationship between physician net income and the amount

and complexity of inputs at the physician's hospital was examined. No statis-

tically significant relationship was found. Reasons for the failure to find

any relationship might include the poor quality of physician income measures

in the data or the possibility that positive effects of hospital inputs on

output are offset by negative effects on prices.

The paper's conclusions question the equity of the Medicare Economic

Index. Differences in the rate of growth in hospital inputs per physician

will lead to changes in physician net income per unit of output, if all
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physicians are subject to the same Index level. Rapid increases in future

physician supply, with hospital inputs constrained, will lead to potentially

important decreases in physician productivity as hospital inputs per staff

physician are reduced. One would also expect increased competition among

physicians for hospital staff appointments.





I. INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE AND MODEL

1. Introduction. Purpose of the Study .

Physicians on average spend about one-third of their working time

at the hospital. There are many activities, especially diagnostic ones,

which can be performed either in physician offices or in hospitals. Inso-

far as patients pay part of the bill, a high hospital charge can affect

what the physician is able to get for his own services. All of these

observations, as well as many others that could be made, suggest that the

resources and services present at hospitals and the costs the hospital

incurs for those services may affect a number of determinants of physician

productivity, prices, and incomes. In particular, it is likely that

hospital "inputs" — defined in the broadest sense to include productive

factors hired by the hospital, its facilities, and the services it pro-

vides — affect physician behavior.

It is the purpose of this study to link the survey data on individual

physicians' practice costs and income with information on the hospital inputs
,

characteristics, and costs at the hospital used by those physicians, and to

investigate the relationship between hospital inputs, characteristics and

costs and physician costs, outputs, prices and income . There are several aspec

of this relationship which will be of interest. First, physician net income,

given some set of physician fees, will obviously be different depending on

the number and type of hospital facilities available to the physician. If

the intent of the Medicare Economic Index is to permit adjustments in physician

fees which are reasonably related to their real income levels, some account

must be taken of the effect of hospital facilities, and changes in those

facilities, on income . Second, the presence of hospital facilities can
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affect the prices physicians will charge for their own services. Third, the

presence of hospital inputs will affect the costs of the inputs that physicians

will hire in their own practices, and the outputs that physicians will be able

and willing to produce. Finally, because the relationship is two-way, the

characteristics of physicians, their prices, and their inputs will affect both

what the hospital can produce and what it does produce. That is, hospital

behavior may be influenced by the effect that hospital inputs have on physician

productivity or income. In this sense, further analysis of the physician-

hospital relationship will permit better formulation of appropriate public

policy toward both kinds of providers.

In what follows, I first present a brief discussion of the basic conceptual

model of the interaction between physician practices and hospital Inputs. In

this model, as distinct from some of other work by me and Michael Redisch (1973),

the behavior of the hospital itself and its response to physician preferences

is not explicitly modeled. Instead, the level of hospital inputs and costs is

assumed to be taken as given by the individual physician. The consequences of

altering this assumption will be discussed briefly. After presenting the con-

ceptual model and discussing the data set, I provide a more informal treatment

of the effects of hospital inputs on physician productivity. Discussion of

the construction of variables precedes a presentation of results of estimation

of production cost, price, and income functions. The report closes with a brief

discussion of policy implications.

2. Conceptual Model of Physician Practice

The physician is assumed to face a demand curve which depends

on the price paid for his services, the price paid to the hospital,

and other parameters of the demand in his community:

(1-1) Qj = Q,(P^, P^,

where is a vector of services demanded from physician i. P., is
D M

a vector of user prices for physicians' services, P is a vector
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of user prices for hospital services, and X is a vector of other

demand parameters. In the case of an insurance which provides uniform

coinsurance, an element of Pj^ or P^^ would be NINS P, where P is

the gross price charged and NINS is the fraction not covered by

insurance. Other kinds of insurance policies imply different specifi-

cations. (The insurance information actually collected in the survey on

insurance coverage will not in any case permit precise measurement of NINS.)

The relationship between and the elements of depends upon whether

the physician service in question is a substitute or complement to hospital

outputs. For example, physician inpatient i hospital visits would appear to be

highly conplementary with hospital admissions. Some kinds of physician office

visits, on the other hand, may substitute for hospital admissions or

procedures. However, the broad class of "office visits" will also include

substantial numbers of visits that are complementary to hospital output

and which can, if the patient's condition warrants, be advantageously combined

with hospital outputs in the course of treatment. We will return to this

issue below.

The physician is constrained by a production function which relates his

own time input, other purchased inputs, and hospital inputs and character-

istics to the amount of output produced:

(1-2) ' Q = Q^CM, L, H, Z)

where Q is a vector of outputs, M is a vector of physician time input, L is a

vector of non-physician inputs hired by the physician, H is a vector of

hospital inputs, measured either by actual inputs (e.g., FTE personnel and

beds) or by intermediate outputs (e.g., services and facilities), and Z is a

vector of practice characteristics. Some hospital characteristics, such as

its teaching status or its control, may also measure some aspect of input

levels or production function form.

Other inputs L are assumed to be available at a uniform price per unit

C^, For simplicity, it is assumed that the physician firm behaves as if



1
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physician input is available at a constant cost C .

M

The hospital is assumed to set its price to cover its total cost:

(1-3) Z P|^Q^ = -H

where is the gross hospital charge for physicians i's output Q""" (with those
H

elements of being zero for the outputs for which hospitals are not used)

,

H

and C is a vector of prices for hospital inputs,
n

Physician pricing depends upon the degree of competition. If the physician

has monopoly power, he will select the levels of M, L, and P^, given his demand

curve, the production function, and the price of inputs, which maximize his

net income:

(1-4) = Pj^Q^ - C^L - C^^

The reduced form equation for optimal price then becomes

(1-5) pj^=P(NINs\x'-,H'-,C^j,cJ;,C^,z'-)

where the i's represent the levels of each variable in the physician's practice

or in the hospital he uses.

If the presence of hospital inputs affects marginal cost (as well as

total cost), as seems most plausible, physician price will be affected by H"^.

If, however, the market for physicians' services is approximately competitive

then will be given as far as the individual physician is concerned, and will,

therefore, not depend upon the physician's own values of or H. For example,

just because a physician is able to obtain aide time cheaply or has secured an

appointment at a well-equipped hospital is no reason for him to charge a lower

price. For the market as a whole , of course, the going price will depend on

market-wide levels of the demand and supply parameters. That is, the price

charged by the competitive physician will depend upon market-wide levels of

the variables in Equation (1-5)

.
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Some simple geometry will indicate what this model implies about the

effect of hospital inputs on physician productivity and prices. Consider the

case in which hospital and physician outputs are highly complementary and in

fixed proportions. Then the demand curve for any one of a set of identical

physicians can be written as a function of the sum of the user prices, or

Q =Q(P. +P„)=Q(Prp) . Given some fixed level of insurance coverage which is less
D M H r

than full coverage, demand can also be written as a function of gross pricesAAA
Qjj=Q(Pj^+Py) "Q^^-j)* Given some level of hospital inputs and prices, the

level of P is determined and is proportional to hospital inputs per unit of
H

output at any quantity. At any quantity, the price the physician will be able

to charge will be P^-P^.

Such a situation is shown in figure la. Demand per-physician is drawn as

a function of P^. It is reasonable to suppose that the physician takes the

break-even hospital price P as given, independent of his own output. (If all
H

physicians were to change their output, the complementary hospital output,

and P would change, since the cost of a given amount of H per physician
H

would be spread over a different amount of output. But it is plausible that

each physician assumes that other physician output is given.) The demand

curve facing the representative physician is therefore the part of D(P^)

above P , shown in figure (lb) as D^(P^.)' The curve MC-^ shows the physician's
H U M U

marginal cost curve, incliiding the cost of his own time. Its position depends

on the form of the production function, the level of input prices C^^^ and C^,

and the stock of hospital inputs H available to the physician. Given the MR

A

curve as shown, the physician's income-maximizing price will be Pj^q*

Now suppose the level of hospital inputs is increased at (and at all

other outputs). Given Q, the level of hospital inputs available to the

physician will increase. This will have two effects. First, from the

production function, it will tend to reduce the physician's marginal cost at





i

Physician

Figure lb.
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any output. The new level is represented in figure 1 by MC^^. Second, it will

cause P to increase because the hospital will have to raise its rates (under
H

less than full insurance) to cover the costs of the new inputs- The precise

position of the new equilibrium depends on how Q changes, but it is likely

that P will rise to a level such as P„,. The new equilibrium price then will
H n.i

A A ^

be at P less than P.,„. Note that P,, will have fallen for two reasons: (1)
Ml MO M

MC was reduced, and (2) P was increased. Since Q could also have increased,
H

net physician income could have either risen or fallen. If, on the other

hand, H had stayed constant at any Q but C had risen, then only P would have
H

shifted up. Physician price would still fall, but physician productivity

would be unaffected.

If some physician outputs and hospital outputs were substitutes rather

than complements in demand, then the effect on price would be ambiguous.

Increasing H would still lower "MC," but now it would increase rather than

reduce the dema.nd for those physician outputs. Price could rise, fall, or

stay the same.

From this analysis then we obtain the following three propositions,

which will be subject to empirical tests in what follows:

(1) Hospital inputs and characteristics will be related to physician

productivity and costs .

(2) Hospital inputs will affect physician price; the most likely effect

is that higher levels of inputs will result in a lower level of prices

(3) Hospital inputs and characteristics may have an effect on physician

income; the direction of the effect is ambiguous.

So far we have focused on the effect of hospital inputs on individual

physician practices, and have assumed that each physician takes the level of

those inputs as given. Such an assumption may not be plausible for two
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reasons. First, physicians can "shop" for a hospital to which they will seek

a staff appointment. Indeed, many believe that competition for physicians is

the primary way in which hospitals compete. If physicians sort themselves

among hospitals in ways which are related to their ability or need for the

hospital's inputs, then this should be taken into account. Second, physicians

may have considerable control over the hospital's choice of inputs. If

medical staffs are homogeneous, the hospital inputs available to a physician

may be as much a consequence of his own characteristics and actions as a

determinant of those actions. This would simply make hospital inputs

endogeneous, like other physician-hired inputs^ and their level would be

determined in the same way as any other input.

If hospital inputs are endogenous, then physician incomes would be wholly

explained by input prices (including hospital input prices) and by demand

variables. The fact that some demand variables are not measured could still

produce a statistical relationship between hospital input quantities and

physician income, but this would only be because hospital inputs were proxying

the underlying demand variables. Unfortunately we will not be able to deal

with this kind of endogeneity in our price function estimates.

3. Previous Work

The relationship between hospital inputs and characteristics and aspects

of the physician's practice has not been investigated very extensively. The

few studies which have been made have all used aggregated data, and have not

tried to relate individual physician behavior to the particular hospital used

for most patients.

Redisch et al (9), using 1975 physician survey data, related hospital

beds per capita in the SMSA to a set of physician variables in reduced form
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equaCions. They found that primary care physicians' productivity, costs, and fees

were not significantly related to hospital beds, while there was a significant but

small (elasticity = 0.1) relationship between hospital beds and primary physician

net income. For surgical specialists, the relationships were much stronger.

Beds were positively related to output, and negatively to costs and prices.

Since these are reduced form results, it is difficult to give precise

interpretation to these coefficients, but they do seem to be consistent with

the theory outlined here.

Gaffney (1) looked at the relationship between average practice costs per

patient visit in the office and a measure of the scope of facilities and services

available at all hospitals in the county. He selected only those physicians

in counties with five or fewer hospitals. Apparently all office costs were

attributed to office visits. The scope measure was the fraction of a list of

twenty facilities and services available at the hospitals in the county.

Gaffney found a significant negative relationship between number of facilities

and cost per patient visit, but he did not hold constant the level of actual

hospital inputs per physician , nor did he have information on the level of

inputs or facilities at the hospital the physician actually used.

Other than these two studies, there does not appear to be any attempt to

investigate the relationship between hospital inputs and physician behavior.

Results of the two studies are, however, broadly consistent with the

predictions of the theory just outlined.

4. Plan of the Report . In what follows, we first discuss the construction

of a micro-level data set which links physician practices and hospital inputs

they use. We then present the results of estimating production, cost, price,
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and profit functions. Since the data are most suited for production function

estimation, and since the results we obtain there are most striking, we pre-

sent a lengthy discussion of them. The next section summarizes the results

of cost, price, and profit functions. In two cases — cost and profit functions

— results strongly suggest measurement errors in the data, and so are dis-

cussed only briefly. The price function results are of more interest, and

are treated more extensively. Finally, we conclude with a brief discussion

of the policy implications of our findings, both with regard to the Medicare

Index and to other issues in health policy.





II. ASSEJ4BLY AND EDITING OF DATA

1. Introduction

This section will describe the assembly and editing of the data sets

used in the project on the relationship between hospitals and physician

costs, output, prices, and income. This project combines information from

three major sources: (1) The Survey Data on Physicians' Practice itself

(SDPP) ; (2) Hospital Data from the American Hospital Association Annual

Survey (AHAAS) ; and (3) Information on the number of physicians with hospital

staff appointments, taken from HCFA's Provider of Services data (POS)

.

A few variables from other sources were also added to the files, and will

be described below.

It will be assumed that the characteristics of the SDPP data set,

including the relative frequencies of missing items, are known to the reader,

and no general tabulations of the properties of this data will be provided.

We will, however, comment in passing on the presence or absence of specific

items in the survey. Rather, this section will summarize the number and

characteristics of physicians for whom matching of all three data sets

was possible, and the number and characteristics of physicians not matched.

2. Matching Physician and Hospital Data

The tape and documentation of the 1976 survey received from NORC contained

files on 3,482 physicians, with the specialty breakdown as shown in Table

2-1, column 2. The hospital identification for each physician V7as provided

by the answer to survey question 38: "To which hospital do you primarily

admit patients?"
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In answer to this question, 178 physicians reported "no hospital"

(coded zero) , which is a legitimate or usable answer. As shown

in Table 2-1, column 9, those physicians who did not use a hospital

were overwhelmingly psychiatrists.

The hospital codes for the remaining 3304 physicians were compared

with the list of hospital codes for the 1976 AHA annual survey.

A matchable code was found in AHAAS for all but 168 physicians.

The specialty distribution of these missing observations is approximately

the same as that of the initial sample. A list of these missing

physicians and their hospitals was sent to NORC in New York in early

December 1978, with a request to check the accuracy of coding and

the identification of hospitals. Of the 168 physicians, 90 physicians

have a code of 9996, which means "no hospital ID number." Presumably

they provided no hospital identification but did not indicate that

no hospital was used. The remaining 78 physicians had an ID number

which did not match those in the AHAAS. NORC was able to correct

coding errors and matching of hospitals for all but 10 of the 78

observations, leading to a final sample of "unmatched" physicians

of 100, as shown in column 3 of Table 2-1.

Hospital data for the matched physicians was then examined

to determine which physicians indicated a hospital that did not

report annual survey data to the AHA. Sixty-two physicians were

matched with nonreporting hospitals; only CP's were over-represented

in this number. The data items which were then extracted from the AHA set

for each hospital used and added to each physician's record are

shown in Table 2-2.
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Finally, physicians were matched with data on numbers of medical

staff members at their hospital in the Provider of Services file.

The P03 data is filled out by each Medicare-certified hospital as

part of the recertif ication process. The items shown in Table 2-

3 were extracted from the POS data and added to each physician's

record. In total, 40 additional physicians had appointments in

hospitals which did not provide POS data.

3. Final Extent of Matching

As shown in column 7 of Table 2-1, a total of 5.8 percent of

initial observations were lost because of inability to match with

reporting hospitals. The percentage lost is small for all specialty

groups, ranging from 0.1 percent for allergists to 8.7 percent of

CP's. In total, then, less than 10 percent of physician observations

were lost for any specialty. (Individual data items are, of course,

likely to be missing with various degrees of frequency.) It appears

that the matching process has been quite successful and that the

number of lost observations is sufficiently small so that analysis

can proceed, and that no appreciable bias could be introduced by

the small number of lost observations.

4 . Missing and extreme value edits.

An additional number of edits was performed on the remaining

sample of 3102 physicians. From this sample, 63 cases were eliminated

from further study because the physicians were "salaried." An additional

23 cases were lost because of missing POS data items (number of
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active medical staff appointments) . Finally, 198 cases were lost

because of missing values in the reported fees for a follow-up office

visit and/or follow-up hospital visit, and two cases because of

unusually high fees (over $100) reported for these visits. As a

result of these edits the sample was reduced to 2816 physicians*

5. Additional variables added

As described further in Section III, a measure of average hospital

active medical staff appointments per patient care physician was

computed for each of the sampling unit areas. This variable v;as

obtained by summing the number of active staff members for all hospital

in a market area, as indicated in the POS data, and dividing by

the number of patient care physicians on December 31, 1975, in the

market area. The latter figure was taken from the American Medical

Association's Physician Distribution and Medical Licensure in the

U.S., 1976 . For most metropolitan areas, this task required the

tabulation of figures for a large number of hospitals. Appointments

at psychiatric hospitals or other specialty-care hospitals were

deleted. While there may be more "border crossing" in rural counties

(some of which will appear in the editing) , the measure should give

a valid indication of the multiplicity of staff appointments.

Certain data for the county or metropolitan sampling units

which was not present in the SDPP file were also obtained from Census

or American Medical Association sources. Some of these variables

were matched with all observations, while others were matched only

for metropolitan area physicians. Table 2-4 indicates the variables

added and their sources.
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TABLE 2-2

DATA FROM THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
1976 ANNUAL SURVEY OF HOSPITALS

DESCRIPTION

A. REPORTING PERIOD

1. Identification Number
"6"

2. Regional Code
3. State Code
4. Hospital Number
5. Response Code 1 = Reporter 2 = Nonreporter
6. Number of Days in Reporting Period ('0' for Nonreporters)

B. CLASSIFICATION

CONTROL

Government, Nonfederal
1. 12 - State
2. 13 - County
3. 14 - City
4. 15 - City/County
5. 16 - Hospital Dirstrict Authority

Nongovernment, Not-for-Prof it
6. 21 - Curch-Operated
7. 23 - Other Not-for-Profit

Nongovernment, Investor-o^'med (for profit)
8. 31 - Individual
9. 32 - Partnership

10. 33 - Corporation

Government, Federal
11. 41 - Air Force
12. 42 - Army
13. 43 - Navy
14. 44 ~ Public Health Service (other than 47)
15. 45 - Veterans Administration
16. 46 - Federal, other than 41-45, 47-48
17. 47 - Public Health Service Indian Service
18. 48 - Department of Justice
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

DESCRIPTION

SERVICE

1 Aiu \JC^iid.CLJ. X i^ V_i J- '— CI _L dllk-L fc-J*--iX ^ A-\— Cll-t,

1± Uz-icnn f"3l TTti "if" r*'f~ ^iTi T'nc:t"nf"iit'"iriT>

91 1 Oiz T-fn i?m* t" 1 TTn "f t" wi t'Tn n an Tn^t"! t'lit'T nn 'Fot* t"}i p T'fpnf" a 1 1 vIIW o L/ -1. L. CLX ClL-l-l— W J- 11 J-It dl^ L JL L-U -1-w LI J_ 1, 11 L. CLX J. V

22 OZZ 1. oyL«iixcxL.i.j.^

•
'^'^jj Tn'K PT"p 1 1 1 n c n G anrl Ot'ViPT' "Rp cnT T*^* tr^w T^tcaucpgJ. Li U Ci. Ll J.U o Xo dllU V_/L>ilCJ. JXC o ^ CI CVJ J. Y UXowclOCO

24. 44 Obstetrics and G3rnecology

25. 45 Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat
26. 46 Rehabilitation
11. 47 Orthopedic
28. 48 Chronic Disease
29. 49 Other Specialty
30. 62 Institution for the Mentally Retarded
31. 82 Alcoholism and Other Chenical Dependency

SERVICE PRIMARILY TO CHILDREN

32. 50 - Children' s General Medical and Surgical
33. 51 - Children' s Hospital Unit for Institution
34. 52 - Children' s Psychiatric
35. 53 - Children' s TB and Other Respiratory Diseases
36. 55 - Children' s Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat
37. 56 - Children' s Rehabilitation
38. 57 - Children' s Orthopedic
39. 58 - Children' s Chronic Disease
40. 59 - Children' s Other Specialty

LENGTH OF STAY

41. 1 - Short-term: Average stay of impatient s admitted
during 12-month period is less than 30 days.

42. 2 - Long-term: Average stay of inpatients admitted
during 12-month period is equal to or greater than
30 days.

C, FACILITIES AND SERVICES, UNIT BEDS AND VISITS

Facilities and Services 1-Yes 2-No
1. 1 - Postoperative Recovery Room
2. 2 - Intensive Care Unit (Cardiac Care Only)

3. . 3 - Intensive Care Unit (Mixed)
4. 4 - Opern-Heart Surgery facilities
5. 5 - Pharmacy W/FT Registered Pharmacist
6. 6 - Pharmacy W/PT Registered Pharmacist
7. 7 - X-ray Therapy
8. 8 - Cobalt Therapy
9. 9 - Radium Therapy

10. 10 - Diagnostic Radioisotope Facility
11, 11 - Therapeutic Radioisotope Facility
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

PESCRIPTIQN

Facilities and Services (continued)

12. 12 — Histopathology Laboratory
13. 13 — Organ Bank
14. - 14 — Blood Bank
15. 15 — Electroencephalography
16. 16 — Respiratory Therapy Department
17. 17 — Premature Nursery
18. 18 — Self-Care Unit
19. 19 — Skilled Nursing or Long-Term Care Unit
20. 20 — Hemodialysis (Inpatient)
21. 21 Hemodialysis (Outpatient)
22. 22 Burn Care Unit
23. 23 Physical Therapy Department
24. 24 — Occupational Therapy Department
25. 25 — Rehabilitation Inpatient Unit
26. 26 — Rehabilitation Outpatient Services
27. 27 Psychiatric Inpatient Unit
28. 28 Psychiatric Outpatient Services
29. 29 — Psychiatric Partial Hospitalization Program
30. 30 — Psychiatric Emergency Services
31. 31 — Psychiatric Foster and/or Home Care
32. 32 Psychiatric Consultation and Education Services
33. 33 — Clinical Psychology Services
34. 34 — Organized Outpatient Department
35. 35 — Emergency Department
36. 36 — Social Work Department
37. 37 — Family-Planning Service
38. 38 — Genetic Counseling Service
39. 39 — Abortion Service (Inpatient)
40. 40 — Abortion Service (Outpatient)
41. 41 Home Care Department
42. 42 Dental Services
43. 43 Podlatrlc Services
44. 44 Speech Pathology Services
45. 45 Hospital Auxiliary
46. 46 Volunteer Services Department
47. 47 Patient Representative Services
48. 48 AlcoholismyChemlcal Dependency Inpatient Unit
49. . 49 Alcohol ism/Chemical Dependency Outpatient Services
50. 50 TB and Other Respiratory Diseases Unit (Inpatient)
51. 51 Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
52. 52 Hospital having none of the above facilities

SPECIAL UNIT BEDS AND VISITS

53. Intensive Care Unit Beds (Cardiac Care Only)
54. Intensive Care Unit Beds (Mixed)
55. Self-Care Beds
56. Skilled Nursing or Long-Term Care Unit Beds
57. Rehabilitation Inpatient Unit Beds
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

DESCRIPTION

Facilities and Services (continued)

58. Psychiatric Inpatient Unit Beds
59. Family-Planning Service Visits
60. Home Care Department Visits
61. Alcoholism/Chemical Dependence Inpatient Unit Beds
62. TB and Other P^espiratory Diseases Unit Beds
63. Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Beds

D. BEDS AND UTILIZATION

1. Was there a pemanent bed change 1-Yes 2-No
2. Number of Beds Changed - 1

3. Date of Bed Change - 1 - MMDDYY
4. Month of Bed Change - 1

5. Day of Bed Change - 1

6. Year of Bed Change - 1

7. Number of Beds Changed - 2

8. Date of Bed Changed - 2 - MMDDYY
9. Month of Bed Change ~ 2

10. Day of Bed Change - 2 -

11. Year of Bed Change - 2 -

12. Maintenance of Separate Units: 1-Yes ' 2-No
13. Can ST Discharges be Identified: 1-Yes 2-No Blank if S units = 2

14. Total Beds
15. Total Admissions
16. Total Inpatient Days
17. Total Discharges
18. Total Discharge Days
19. Short-Term Beds
20. Short-Term Admissions
21. Short-Term Inpatient Days
22. Short-Term Discharges
23. Short-Term Discharge Days
24. Long-Term Beds
25. Long-Term Admissions
26. Long-Term Inpatient Days
27. Long-Term Discharges
28. Long-Term Discharge Days
29. Bassinets
30. Births
31. Total Newborn Days
32. Total Surgical Operations
33. Emergency Visits
34. Clinic Visits (Organized Outpatient Department)
35. Other Visits (Referred Patients)
36. Total Outpatient Visits

E. FINANCES

1. Payroll for Physicians and Dentists
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

DESCRIPTION

E. FINANCES (continued)

2. Payroll for Medical Residents (and Interns)

3. Payroll for Dental Residents (and Interns)
4. Payroll for Other Trainees
5. Payroll for All Ohter Personnel
6. Total Payroll Expenses
7. Employee Benefits - Nonpayroll Expenses
8. Profewsional Fees - Nonpayro].l Expenses
9. Depreciation Expense -Nonpayroll Expenses

10. Interest Expense - Nonpayroll Expenses
11. All Other Nonpayroll Expenses
12. Total Nonpayroll Expenses
13. Total Expenses (Payroll and Nonpayroll)

F . PERSONNEL

1. Personnel - Full Time -- Physicians and Dentists
2. - Medical Residents (and Interns)
3. - Dental Residents (and Interns)
4. - Other Trainees
5. - RNs
6. - LPNs and LVNs
7. - All Other Personnel
8. ~ Total
9. Personnel - Part Time - Physicians and Dentists

10. - Medical Residents (and Interns)
11. - Dental Resident (and Interns)
12. - Other Trainees
13. - RNs
14. - LPNs and LVNs
15. - All Other Personnel
16. - Total

G. COMPUTED FIELDS

1. Community Hospital Code
Code 1 = Nonfederal, Short-Term

general or other special hospitals,
excluding hospital units of institutions.

Code 2 - Hospitals not meeting these specifications.
2. Bed Size Code

1. 6- 24 beds
2. 25- 49 beds
3. 50- 99 beds
4. 100-199 beds
5. 200-299 beds
6. 300-399 beds

7. 400-499 beds
8. 500-beds or more
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TABLE 2-2 (continued)

DESCRIPTION

G. COMPUTED FIELDS (continued)

3. Statistical Beds (average number of beds during the reporting period)
4. Average Daily Census (Inpatient Days/Days Covered)
5. Occupancy (%) (Average Daily Census/Statistical Beds)

6. Adjusted Patient Days (Inpatient Days (actual + Equivalent Patient
Days) . (The number of Equivalent Patient Days attributable to

outpatient services is derived by multiplying outpatient visits by
the ratio of outpatient revenue per outpatient visit to inpatient
revenue per inpatient day)

.

7. *Publishable Payroll Expense in Thousands
8. *Full Time Equivalent Personnel

*(NOTE: QPPE and PTE exclude residents, interns student nurses

»

and other trainees.)

H. LOCATION AND ADDRESS INTORMATION

1. Standard Consolidated Statistical Area Number
2. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area Number
3. County Code
4. Ranking of 100 largest cities based on 1970 census
5. SMSA Size
6. Name
7. Location: Address, Line 1

8. Location: Address, Line 2

9. Location: City
10. Location: State, State Code
11. Location: Zip Code

I. INFORMATION FROM AHA FILES

1. Approvals 1-Yes 2-No
2. JCAH Accreditation
3. Cancer Programs
4. Residency
5. Medical School Affiliation
6. Professional Nursing School
7. . Member Council of Teaching Hospitals
8. . Blue Cross Contracting or Participating
9. '. Medicare Certification

10. AOHA Accreditation
11. AOHA Osteopathic Internship
12. AOHA Osteopathic Residency
13. Registered Osteopathic hospitals with type code 01, 03, or 50

and members of AOHA
14. Registered Osteopathic hospitals with type code 01, 03, or 50

and nonmembers of AOHA
15. Hospitals controlled by the Catholic Church
16. Members of the Federation of American Hospitals
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TABLE 2-3

VARIABLES EXTRACTED FROM THE POS DATA

1. Number of Active Medical Staff Appointments by Hospital

2. Number of Consultant Medical Staff Appointments by Hospital

3. Number of Courtesy Medical Staff Appointments by Hospital

4. Number of Registered Nurses by Hospital

5. Number of Licensed Practical Nurses by Hospital

6. Number of Medical Technicians, Lab Technicians and Technologists by

Hospital

7. Number of Other Professional Employees by Hospital

8. Total Number of Professional Employees by Hospital

9. Number of Active Medical Staff Appointments by County and SMSA
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TABLE 2-A

VARIABLES EXTRACTED FROM THE CITY-COUNTY DATA AND

AKA DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICIANS DATA

AMA DATA

1. Total Patient Care Physicians by County and SMSA

2. Number of General Practitioners by SMSA

3. Number of Medical Specialists by SMSA

4. Number of Surgical Specialists by SMSA

CITY COUNTY DATA

1. Percent of Labcr Force Classified "Professional, Managerial" by SMSA

2. Percent of Labor Force Using Public Transportation to Work by SMSA

3. Per Capita Local Government Direct General Expenditures by SMSA

4. Per Capita Hotel, Motel and Camp Expenditures by SMSA

5. Population Density for Urbanized Areas by SMSA
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III, PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
j

1. Introduction

A production function relates outputs produced to inputs used.

It is intended to represent the maximum outputs that can be produced

with various sets of inputs. Production functions have been estimated for

physicians' services (Reinhardt (lO) , Held and Reinhardt (A)), but typically

they have concentrated on outputs produced in the physician's office, and have

wholly ignored the presence or absence of hospital inputs and hospital

characteristics. As discussed in the preceding sections, it is the estimation

of precisely these relationships which is the major concern of this project.

In this section we will first present an informal discussion of the ways

in which hospital inputs might affect physician productivity — the behavior

which underlies the statistical results to be presented. Next, we will

discuss problems concerned with the measurement of outputs and inputs, and

then turn to the issue of functional forms for the production function.

Finally, the empirical results will be presented and discussed.

2. Effects of Hospital Inputs on Physician Productivity

Physicians typically spend a good deal of their time at the hospital, and

(with variation by specialty) much of the output which they produce and for

which they collect revenue is directly produced at the hospital. Visits to

inpatients, in-hospital surgical procedures, and patients seen in the

hospital emergency room or clinics are all "outputs" of the physician, at

least as output is typically measured. It seems plausible to suppose that the

amount and type of hospital inputs available to the physician may affect the

outputs he can produce, and the amount of his own time devoted to the

production of that output.
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In part, the hospital inputs may serve as substitutes for the physician's

own inputs. For example, physician time per unit of output may be reduced if

skilled nurses or residents are available. The effect of such a substitution

will be a higher observed output for given physician time input. Some

hospital inputs may be complements, in the sense that they enhance the

productivity of the physician's time. An intensive care unit, or a CAT

scanner, or similar technical devices, may pennit a given physician to care

for more patients with a given amount of his own time. Indeed, for some types

of output, complementarity may be so strong that, without some type of

equipment or facility, it is impossible to produce a kind of output at all.

In principle, this should only lead to different output mix, but in the value

aggregation measures of output we will be using, it may in fact show up as

lower total "output." •

So it is reasonable to expect that the productivity of the time the

physician spends at the hospital (and hence of his total working time) may be

enhanced by the presence of hospital inputs. What of his productivity in the

office? Here the inputs that the physician hires directly, such as nurses'

time, other aides' time, and supplies, would probably be related to output

measured by office patient visits. There can, however, be effects on office

productivity coming from the hospital's inputs and characteristics. The most

obvious effect is one which really involves casemix or severity mix. If the

physician's hospital is poorly equipped, or if he must share a limited amount

of hospital inputs with a large number of other physicians, it is likely that,

other things equal, he will treat patients requiring somewhat complex procedures

in his office. To some extent, it is likely that he will equip and staff his

office to compensate for the absence of facilities at the hospital. While

measures of the additional office equipment and personnel will be included
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directly in the production function, there will be no direct measures of

office casemix or case complexity. Empirically, one would observe a

positive relationship between office visit output and hospital inputs, given

the levels of office inputs. That is, physicians who use hospitals with fewer

inputs per physician will tend to have fewer office patient visits. Finally,

whatever the casemix, it is possible that the physician with easy access to

hospital inputs may do more of the workup and testing of patients in the

hospital setting (especially for those hospitalized anyway, e.g., surgical

patients). Performance of part of the work at the hospital may then permit

him to deal more expeditiously with those patients when they are seen in his

office.

For these reasons, it seems desirable to estimate three kinds of

production functions. In one, we will use a measure of "total output," and

estimate the effect of hospital inputs and characteristics on total

productivity, given the levels of all other inputs and certain characteristics

of the physician and/or his practice which might be related to productivity.

In the second, in what might be .called a "separate specification" (not, however,

according to the technical definition of separable), we will explore the

impact of hospital inputs on the relationship between a particular type of

output (e.g., office patient visits, hospital visits, or operations) and

the physician time devoted specifically to the production of that output. In

effect, we will be assuming that physician time used in production of one output

has effects which are separate from those on the production process for other

outputs. In the third specification, we will consider in a multiproduct

specification the relationship between one relatively homogenous output (again,

office visits or operations, for example), total practice inputs, and all

other inputs. However, a complete investigation of all possible interactions

between input and output types is not feasible, given the number of inter-
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actions that would have to be investigated In a complete specification.

3 . Measures of Output

The basic data present in the survey with which output could

be measured consists of two types. First, there is a reasonably com-

prehensive tabulation of physician outputs, grouped into roughly homo-

geneous groups. Patient visits at an exhaustive set of locations

(office, home, hospital, inpatient, clinic, and nursing home) are tabulated,

as well as total operations. Second, gross revenues, tabulated by inter-

vals, are available. Output measures based either on physical outputs,

or on gross revenues adjusted in some way for price differences, are,

therefore, potentially available.

The following "total outputs" measures were computed and used

in the empirical work:

(1) Total visits (TOTVIS) : The simple sum of all patient visits

at all locations, excluding operations. This measure is obviously

very crude, but involves the least alteration by us of information

present in the data. This measure corresponds most closely to

the "patient contacts" measures in the Mendenhall studies, except

that it excludes telephone contacts.

( 2 ) Value-weighted output (VWOTPT) : This measure is a weighted

sum of patient visits and operations, with the weights intended

representing estimated relative prices of outputs. Weights are

computed separately for each specialty. Office visits are assigned

a weight of unity. The weight attached to hospital visits for each

specialty is given by the ratio of the specialty mean hospital visit

fee, as estimated from the data set, to the specialty mean office

visit fee. Home visits and nursing home visits are given a value
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of two office visits, the weight assigned by the California Relative

Value Scale (CRVS) . Emergency room and clinic visits were assigned

a value of unity. For those specialities for which a fee for a

surgical procedure was given in the data, an "office visit equivalent"

weight per operation was computed in the following way. First,

the mean fee for the surgical procedure was divided by the number

of CRV units in the procedure to get a mean fee per CRV unit. (For

example, for general surgeons, the mean fee for an inguinal herniorraphy

was divided by the number of CRV units for the procedure.) The

SOSSUS study (13) gives estimates of the mean number of CRV units

per operation for most surgical specialties. Multiplying the mean number

of CRV units per operation by the fee per CRV units yields an estimate

of the fee per "average" operation. Finally, dividing the fee per

operation by the office visit fee gives an office visit equivalent

per operation. For specialties for which no surgical procedure

fee was given, the weight for general surgeons' performance of an

inguinal herniorraphy was used. (This technique may slightly overstate

the office visit equivalent of operations, since in the data a

physician was credited with an operation if he assisted as well

as if he were the primary physician.) Table 3-1 indicates the office

visit equivalent values for hospital inpatient visits and operations,

by specialty.

Finally, extreme value editing discarded observations in which

total visits exceeded 550 for the sample week or operations exceeded

50. This editing reduced the total sample size by 10 physicians.

In addition, physicians specializing in psychiatry or child psychiatry

were not included in the data set analyzed.
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( 3 ) Deflated gross revenues (DGRREV) . Rather than use a sum

of selected outputs with weights which are not necessarily accurate

for each physician, we also experimented with measuring output by

the gross revenues the physician generated. If all physicians had

been faced with the same prices for all outputs, gross revenues

would have provided an accurate value aggregated measure of total

output. Since prices were not identical, it was necessary at a

minimum to construct a deflator used for each physician to adjust

for differences between his fee level and the average fee level

for his specialty. The deflator was a weighted average of the physi-

cian's relative (to the mean for his specialty) price for each of

the different outputs: office visits, inpatient visits, and operations,

with the weights being the relative proportions of the physician's

estimated gross revenue obtained from each kind of output. The

deflator index I. . for physician i in specialty j is given by:

where P. ., is the fee charged by physician i in specialty j for

procedure k

P, is the mean fee for procedure k in specialty j

O. ., is the number of units of procedure k performed by physician
13k

i in specialty j

A physician whose fees all equalled the specialty average fees would

receive an index value of unity. If the physician's fees deviated

from the average and if his relative numbers of procedures differed

from the average for his specialty, his index could deviate from

unity. For medical specialties, only office and inpatient hospital

I. .

13 k
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visits were used in the computation of the deflator. For surgical

specialties, the fee for an operation, converted into CRV equivalents

as described above, was used.

While the deflator was constructed with some care, there are

reasons to believe that DGRREV may still not in general be a very

accurate output measure. First, the survey data gives gross revenue

only by $10,000 intervals for most physicians. The midpoint of

the interval was used to provide a point value, but there was obviously

some imprecision introduced. Second, DGRREV is an accurate measure

of the particular physician's output only for solo practitioners.

For incorporated groups or corporations, the data gives us only

the total gross revenue of the practice. Division by the number

of physicians in the group, or by the number of physician-owners,

would give only a crude estimate of the particular physician's gross

revenues. For partnerships or unincorporated groups, the survey

asked for "your (the particular physician's) gross revenues," but

it is unclear how this would be determined in multi-physician practices,

and whether it would correspond to the revenues actually billed

for the physician, rather than to his share (however determined)

of the practice's gross income. For these reasons, and as a result

of some preliminary results which found few variables related to

DGRREV for all physicians in a specialty, we present regressions

using this output measure only for solo practitioners, for whom

there is no need for revenues to be divided.
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( 4 ) Disaggregated output . The most theoretically satisfying

but probably the most difficult to interpret way of estimating produc-

tion relationships is to permit the different types of output to

enter the production function in a disaggregated fashion. In order

to do this, the following different outputs were defined for the

data:

a) Office-related visits (OFFVIS) : office visits plus 2 x

(home visits plus nursing home visits)

.

b) Hospital-related visits (HOSVIS) . Visits to inpatients

plus patients seen in hospital clinics or emergency rooms.

c) Operations (OPERNS)

.

When more than one specialty is combined in a subsample, the SOSSUS

average CRV per operation values are used to convert total operations

to an equivalent value. Functional forms suitable for incorporating

all outputs into the production function are discussed below.

(5) Omission of outputs . While these measures were constructed

with some care, there may still be some problems in getting accurate

measures of output, and hence of productivity. It is possible,

first of all, that there are differences in the quality or character-

istics of output across physicians which could be correlated with

hospital input measures: a routine follow-up office visit may include

more from a physician at one kind of hospital than from another

physician at another kind of hospital. (Measurement error in the

dependent variable which is uncorrelated with the explanatory variables

will, of course, not lead to biased estimates.) There may also

be types of outputs (e.g., various diagnostic procedures) which

are not counted at all. We include some locational variables to
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try to control in part for differences in quality or style of visits

across areas, but these variables are quite crude and are subject

to alternative interpretations, as will be discussed below. Finally,

there is one output "produced" by the hospital and physician inputs

in combination which is not measured at all: the hospital admission.

For surgical specialists for whom the bulk of admissions is associated

with an operation, this omission may not be serious. For medical

specialties, the omission in the data of a measure of total inpatient

admissions treated by the physician means that we cannot measure

the total output. It also means that the tests of efficient resource

combinations, described in our analytic plan, may not be very con-

clusive, especially if they show what seems to be an overuse of

hospital inputs.

4. Measures of practice inputs .

(1) Physician time . The most important input into the production of

the physician's output is his own time. Accordingly, physician time (MDHRS)

either in total or as assigned to various activities, is included as one

of the inputs.

(2) Aide hours . The physician typically employs aides in his

office practice. We distinguish between the time input of medical

aides (NURSHRS) and that of non-medical employees (OTEMPHR) . A term

for the square of the sun of all cnploycG hours (EflHRSQ) is included.

(3) Supplies . The total amount 3pcnt for medical supplies is also

included as an input (SUPPLIES). Somewhat surprisingly, a significant

number of owner-physicians reported zero expenditures for supplies.

(These were true zeroes, not missing values.) Since literally zero
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expenditure seems implausible, and since supplies seem to be an essential

input, we assigned a $50 yearly cost for supplies to these physicians.

(4) Number of physicians . For solo practitioners, the total amount of

office inputs should be attributed to the physician being sampled. For

multiple-physician practices, the figures fo-r employee hours and supplies

expense need to be somehow allocated among physicians. Since no direct

measures exist in the data, we are forced to adopt the expedient of dividing

such inputs by the number of full-time equivalent physicians associated with

the practice. (Physicians working more than 20 hours a week were called full

time, and part-time physicians were arbitrarily counted as half a full-time

physician.

)

Measures of practice size (GROUPSIZE) were also included directly in

the production function. If all firms had equal technical efficiency, then

the coefficients on these measures would indicate economies or diseconomies

of scale. (Both GROUPSIZE and its square (SIZEQ) are included to permit

effects to change direction.) However, there is reason to believe that the

incentives to technical efficiency may vary with practice size (4) . Since

we have no direct measures of the incentives for efficiency provided by com-

pensation schemes, and since perfect measures are not feasible an3rway5 the

measured effect of practice size may include some of these incentive effects.

(Very few solo physicians shared expenses, so no variable for this character-

istic was included in the regression analysis.)

5 . Measures of Physician Characteristics

The productivity of the physician's time may vary with certain

aspects of his training or experience.

( 1) Specialty . Physicians of different specialties provide

different services. They also may provide the same services in
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different ways. To account for the possibility that these differences

would effect the entire production function, we have generally esti-

mated different production functions for different specialties.

Such a procedure permits the effects of all of the independent variable

regressors (not just the constant terra) to be different for different

specialties. In the interest of achieving a larger sample size,

specialties are occasionally combined, in which case a dummy variable

for specialty type is included,

(2) Board Certification . A dummy variable indicating whether

the physician is board certified or not (BCDUM) is included in the regression .

(3) Experience . Since productivity may vary with the physician's

experience, variables measuring the number of years since medical school

graduation (YRGRAD) and its square are included.

6 . Measures of Hospital Inputs and Characteristics

(1) Hospital Inputs . The most critical element of the theory

described above is that hospital input availability may affect physician

productivity. The total number of full-time-equivalent personnel and the

number of hospital beds (a possible measure of capital) are present in

the AHA data. To convert these measures to a per-physician basis, each

was divided by the number of physicians on the active medical staff of

each hospital, as reported in the Provider of Services file. Personnel

per active staff physician and beds per physician turned out to be highly

positively correlated with a simple r of about 0.94. Moreover, although

each variable was usually significant when included alone in preliminary

regressions, addition of the other variable made both insignificant with
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coefficients of opposite sign. These results strongly suggest collinearity

,

so the variable "beds per physician" was deleted in the results to be presented,

and only results using a measure of the number of hospital employees per staff

physician (HEMP/SMD) are included. The number of interns and residents per

staff physician (IR/SMD) is also included, although its predicted effect on

productivity is ambiguous. On the one hand, such physicians in training

probably provide the closest substitute for the time of the practicing physician.

On the other hand, a part of the practicing physician's time (not specifically

identified in the survey) may be diverted from patient care to informal teach-

ing purposes, leaving actually fewer to enhance the productivity of staff

physicians.

(2) Hospital Size and Scope. Hospital bed size is included

in the analysis to account for possible diseconomies of size in

effects on physician productivity. With a given allocation of inputs,

the physician in the larger hospital may find that his time is used

either more or less efficiently than in a smaller hospital. Another

measure of hospital characteristics is the presence or absence of

specialized facilities and approved services. Such a concept is

conveniently summarized by Trivedi's (14) weighted index. It happened,

however, that these two measures were also highly correlated in

our data (r = 0.9), and neither was significant when both were entered

together in preliminary regressions. Accordingly, the measure of

facilities and services was deleted, and only hospital size was

included in the regressions. This means that the effect of the

hospital size variable summarizes both the effect of size per se

and of the presence of specialized facilities.
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(3) Hospital Control . The ability of the physician to apply hospital

inputs in ways which enhance his or her own productivity may be related to

the control of the hospital. For example, the ability of the physician to

divert hospital inputs to enhancing personal producitivity may be less in a

government-owned hospital than in a non-profit hospital. Or the physician

productivity of government-controlled hospitals may simply differ. (PUBLIC)

indicates a dummy variable for a government-controlled hospital. It would

have been interesting to examine the relationship between proprietary hospital

inputs and physician productivity, but the number of physicians in the sample

with appointments at such hospitals v/as too small (less than 5 percent) to

provide an accurate estimate.

(4) Staff Appointments per Physician . If physicians in an area typically

hold staff appointments at more than one hospital, inputs per staff physician

may not accurately measure the amount of inputs per physician. For example,

consider two towns with identical numbers of physicians; each town has two

identical hospitals. In one town physicians are equally divided between the

two hospitals, and have appointments at only one of them. In the other town,

all physicians have appointments at each hospital. The measure of hospital

inputs per physician will be twice as high in the first town as in the second,

and yet there is no difference in access to inputs.

To control for these influences, we calculated a measure of number of

staff appointments per patient care physician (APPOINTS) for all of the market

areas used in the sample. In each rural county or SMSA, we calculated the

total number of active staff appointments and divided it by the American

Medical Association's estimate of the number of patient care physicians.

Such a measure in effect controls for multiple appointments, although only

at the market area level, not at the level of the physicians using a particular

hospital

.
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7. Area Characteristics

In principle, a production function which describes the technical

relationship between inputs and outputs should not vary with charac-

teristics of the region being served. However, we present some

results which include two measures of area characteristics in the

production function: a dummy for urban location and for the number

of patient care physicians per capita. These results are presented

for several reasons. First, and most appropriately, the characteristics

of areas may proxy the style or type of output. Second, including

the characteristics confronts the issue of whether some of the hospital

variables described above might be proxying those characteristics.

A less legitimate interpretation, however, would be the interpretation

that the variables proxy per physician demand. If there is some excess

capacity, these variables may offset, or at least diminish, the importance

of legitimate input or production function variables.

For example, suppose board-certified surgeons tend to receive a

larger share of the patient pool in any market, and suppose full-time

surgeons generally need to devote some given minimum number of hours to

their practice. Then "productivity" will be higher for board-certified

surgeons, but this finding will not mean that maximum feasible output per

hour is affected by board certification. Accordingly, in presenting the

results we will also comment briefly on the consequences of deleting these

two variables.
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8. Functional Forms

The general notion of a production function is that it relates

inputs and outputs. We assume in general that the function is separable

in outputs , and so can be written:

G (Q) = F (X)

where Q is a vector or measure of outputs and X is a vector of inputs,

hospital, area, and physician characteristics. We will consider

each side of the equation in turn:

(1) Input side . The general form we use for inputs might be

termed the "Reinhardt Transcendental" (RT) , and has successfully

been used in other estimates of physician production functions

(§) (10) . It takes the general form:

a a„ 6 L + B^L + 6^(SL)^ + Z y Z

(3-1) Q = M S H e^-^

where M is MD hours, S is supplies, H is hospital inputs (personnel)

per active staff member, and are the hours of two types of

physician office labor, and X is a vector of other independent variables.

This function exhibits the appropriate neoclassical properties.

It is more suitable than either a Cobb-Douglas or translog form,

both of which require that all inputs always be positive for output

to be positive. While the assumption of positive inputs is plausible

for physician time and (we have argued) supplies, and while we have

deleted physicians with no hospital affiliation from the sample,

it is obviously possible for the physician to produce output with

no aide time or with no interns and residents in the hospital.
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(2) Output side . When output can be represented by a single

number, as with the total visit, value weighted sum, or deflated

gross revenue measures described above, the specification (3-1)

provides a full representation of the production function. Taking

logarithms yields the following estimating equation:

(3-2) In Q =CONST + ct^ in M + XnS + a i^h + NURSHRS +
|

OTEMHRS + 33(EMDHRS)2+ E y^X_.
\

where Q is the value-weighted sum.

When the "separable" process specification is used, output is

measured by total office visits, total hospital visits, or total oper-

ations. The input side takes the same form as that just described,

except that the physician time variable is the time associated with that

output (for example, physician time in the office seeing patients.).

When an explicit multiple output specification is used, however,

a specific functional form for the output function must be chosen.

Some common and convenient functions are not, however, legitimate.

The profit-maximizing multiple output firm should exhibit a transforma-

tion curve between outputs which is concave to the origin. A linear

specification is obviously very restrictive, and a Cobb-Douglas

(linear in logs) implies a convex transformation curve. While it

is easy to imagine output functions which permit concave transforma-

tion functions, they usually yield estimating equations which are

nonlinear and inconvenient.

A reasonably convenient form which can be estimated with a

linear function is one suggested by Mundlak (s). It has the general output

function (for n outputs)

n a. .MiQi
(3-3) G (Q) = (Q. 1 e^

)
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If all ^. = then this is a Cobb-Douglas function, but a concave
a

.

transformation curve requires that B. >1

1

Mundlak suggests normalizing on one output, assuming that all the

5^ are equal, and weighting outputs by their prices. Taking logarithms

then yields the estimating equation:

n n

(3-4) InQ^ = CONST + a. InQ. + S^g^P. Q. + F(X)

In our application, this specification obviously requires that

all three outputs — office visits, hospital visits, and operations

— be positive. While this is the case for some specialties (e.g.,

GS and OBG) , and while virtually all physicians in some other special-

ties produce two and only two outputs (e.g., IM and PEDS) , general

practice and medical specialties a sizeable fraction of physicians

produce no hospital visits and/or operations. In these cases we do not

present results. The term summing all outputs is represented by

VWOTPT

.

9. Results

(1) Output Index Measures . We first present results in which

output is measured 'Hy a single index. Because our main interest in thx

project is on the effects of hospitals on physician productivity,

we shall primarily discuss the coefficients on hospital variables.

We shall, however, comment on the other variables when they are

of interest.

Table 3-2 shows results using the value aggregated output

measure. As Indicated there, the measure of hospital inputs available
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to the physician (LHEMP/SMD) is generally significantly related to

the physician's output, holding constant his time and practice inputs.

Moreover, the coefficients generally suggest rather large quantitative

effects. Raising (LHEMP/SMD) from one standard deviation below the

mean to one standard deviation above the mean would, as shown in

the last line of the table, increase GP output by 8.6 percent, internist

output by 20.1 percent, general surgeon output by 19.2 percent and

orthopod or neurosurgeon output by 40.2 percent.

Other hospital variables are significant less frequently.

Hospital size (which also proxies the presence of specialized facilities)

has a significant effect on productivity only for GS and OBG, and

the effect is negative . Perhaps this result means that diseconomies

of scale and problems of coordination within the hospital tend to

offset any productivity gains from the presence of specialized hospital

facilities, or perhaps it implies that the outputs — patient visits

and operations — tend to be more complex for such physicians, so

that less of them are produced with given inputs. In any case,

it implies that there is not a direct relationship between customary

measures of physician output and hospital size, facilities, or sophis-

tication .

Hospital pcrGonncl per bod is negatively and Gir;nificantly related

to output only for internists. With personnel per physician included in

the regression, higher values of personnel per bed imply lower values of

beds per physician. So a reasonable interpretation is that, for inter-

nists, productivity is related both to the availability of hospital

personnel and hospital beds.



I

i
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Whether a hospital is governmentally owned or not is unrelated

to productivity except for internists and allergists and other medical

specialists, where the relationship is negative, and general surgeons,

where the relationship is positive. The availability of interns

and residents enhances productivity for obstetricians, reduces it

for neurosurgeons and orthopods, and leave it unaffected for all

other specialties. Finally, the number of hospital appointments

per physician in the area appears to be unrelated to physician pro-

ductivity.

Similar results are obtained when we look at physicians in three

specialties — GP,IM, and OBG — who reported that they worked regular hours

in the survey week. The measures of output and physician time input are

taken from a question that asks the physician about his experiences

in the week prior to the survey, while the office inputs are measured

as averages over an entire year. Since non-physician inputs, including

hospital employees per staff physicians, are probably not varied

extensively even when the physician takes some time off, the observa-

tions using regular hours may give a more accurate measure of the .

"permanent" production function. As shown in Table 3-2^ these observa-

tions do yield somewhat lower estimates for the coefficients on

physician hours, and somewhat higher coefficients for hospital per-

sonnel per staff physician. For obstetricians, in particular, the

effect of hospital inputs on outputs is much stronger for those

who reported that they worked regular hours.

A second output measure, presented here primarily for comparison

with the use of the same measure by Reinhardt (10), is total patient
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visits. Hospital visits as a fraction of total visits is then included

as an independent variable. As shown in Table 3-3, the results

with regard to hospital inputs and characteristics are virtually

identical to those using the value aggregated measures. Hospital

personnel per physician is still statistically significant and quanti-

tatively important for almost all physician specialty groups, with

the largest effects for surgical subspecialties. For medical special-

ties, the significance level of physician variables drops somewhat.

A final output measure is deflated gross revenues. For the

reasons discussed above, we do not expect this to be a very precise

measure of output. Because total revenues of the practice are a

meaningful measure of the physician's output only for solo practice,

we present results for only two groups: solo primary care physicians,

and solo surgical generalists (GS and OEG only) . The results, shown

in Table 3-4, confirm the expectation of imprecision, but they do

yield a qualitative pattern of hospital effects which is similar

to that obtained using the other indexes. Hospital personnel per

physician has a positive effect on output for both groups,

but the effect is not statistically significant.

The estimated elasticities are of the same order of magnitude as

those obtained for other measures of output.

(2) Separate Production Processes . Next we present results of regres-

sions in which the process of producing each type of output is conceived

as a "separable" one. That is, it is assumed that office-related

physician services are produced with office inputs and physician

time spent in the office, while hospital related physician sevices

are produced with physician time spent in the hospital. The amount

of physician time and the amount of office inputs devoted to production
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of one output are assumed not to affect the production of other

outputs. Since some non-physician office inputs are used in connection

with hospital-oriented services (e.g., billing for hospital visits),

and since there is no way to separate office employee-hours and

supplies into "office-visit-related" and "hospital-visit-related"

uses, we will use total non-physician office inputs in all functions.

One would intuitively suppose that hospital inputs and characteristics

should be most strongly related to the production of hospital-related

outputs — hospital visits and surgery. We will, however, test

for the possibility that hospital inputs affect the physician's

office productivity.

Results are shown in Table 3-5. Hospital inputs have a significant

effect on hospital visit productivity for all specialty groups except

general surgeons, with elasticities ranging from 0.15 (OBG) to 0.48

(neuro-ortho) . As might have been expected, office inputs are slightly

less strongly related to hospital visits, especially for surgical

specialties. Interns and residents and public control of a hospital

affect only general surgeon productivity. Bed size is negatively

related to OBG productivity, and unrelated to output for all other

specialties

.

Separate functions for surgical specialties are computed with

operations as the dependent variable. Hospital inputs per physician

is again significant for all groups except obstetricians (the bulk

of whose "operations" are normal deliveries) . Interns and residents

reduce productivity for general surgeons working regular hours and

all other groups except obstetricians.

Somewhat surprisingly, however, we also found that hospital

inputs are also related to off ice visit productivity for all specialty
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groups except ACDG. Elasticities tend to be smaller than those

for hospital visits, especially for medical specialties, but they

are uniformly significant and quantitatively important. Apparently

there are important spillover effects between inputs available

at the hospital and the visit productivity of physician office time.

A similarly surprising result is that there are frequently

significant effects of office inputs on the productivity of physician

hospital hours. Other things (including other inputs) equal, physicians

with higher levels of office personnel will see more patients per

hour spent on rounds or perform more operations per operating room hour

the h±oh&r is thp IpvpJ of office personnel inputs. Of course, part of

"producing" a hospital output is arranging for the patient's stay and billing

for the physician's fee, clerical tasks usually performed by office personnel.

These separable functions confirm the results using the single

output index. They suggest that the productivity enhancing effects

of hospital inputs apply generally to all outputs, even office visits.

Finally, they indicate that operating in a hospital with more interns

and residents to teach tends to be more time-consuming for the surgeon.

(3) Multi-product Production Functions . The final set of regressions

uses an explicit multiproduct functional form. It does not require

the use of an a priori set of weights as did the output index approach,

and does not assume that the transformation curve is linear. Since

it is a more flexible specification, estimates of all coefficients

should be less affected by specification error. Results shown in

Table 3-6 are obtained by using hospital visits as the dependent

variable. (Which output is selected to be dependent is not relevant

for the theoretical specification of the model, but as a practical
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matter the empirically estimated effects can differ depending on

which output is selected as the dependent variable.) Results are

highly consistent with those obtained earlier. Hospital inputs

per physician is significant for all specialties. Productivity

tends to differ in public hospitals, but in different directions

for different specialties. Hospital size is weakly negatively related

to output, but the number of appointments and the number of interns

and residents is generally unrelated to productivity.

10. Effects of Changing Input Combinations

The production functions tell us that physician time, supplies,

aide time, and hospital inputs, all help to produce physician output

{patient visits and operations) . But are they being used in cost

minimizing combinations? Reinhardt (lO)and others have suggested

that physicians tend to underutilize aides in their office practice,

while Pauly ( 7 ) found that hospital inputs tend to be overused

relative to physician input in the production of hospital output.

Given the cost of making hospital inputs available for the physician's

own output, would we expect to find the same kind of overuse with

regard to physician output?

Recall that, as discussed earlier, we have no measures of the

hospital output (admissions) associated with the physician time

and hospital inputs in our sample. So if we find that substitution

of physician or aide time for hospital inputs would lower the cost

of physician output, that would be consistent with overuse of hospital

inputs, but it would not necessarily imply overuse. T^at is, it is

poGGiblc that the ''excessive hospital inputs are being used to pro*

duce admissions.
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Cost minimization requires that the cost of changing output

by an equal amount be the same for all inputs. The finding that

costs change more when one input is changed than another implies

underuse of the first input relative to the second. For a given

output, costs could be reduced by substituting the first input for

the second. Would substitution of physician for hospital inputs

lower costs?

In order to offer some insight into this question, we first

computed the change in physician input and hospital inputs per employee

needed to produce a one percent change in output per week, using

the results of Table 3-2 (with URBAN and MDPOP excluded) . We then

use the data set mean hospital expense per employee per week ($170-190)

to estimate the cost of producing this change by changing hospital

inputs. Finally, we compute the "shadow price" of physician time

— the price which would equalize the cost of changing output by

one percent for each of the two inputs.

Results are shown in Table 3-7. The shadow price of physician

time is usually more than $100 per hour, well in excess of the $20

to $30 per hour suggested by data on physician net incomes and hours

worked. - The only case in which the shadow price is even close to

a "best guess" estimate of the cost of physician time is for neuro-

surgeons and orthopods. These results, therefore, suggest that

there is overuse of hospital inputs relative to physician time.

However, as noted above, the absence of a measure of hospital admissions

obscures the implication of this result. If the hospital inputs

help to produce admissions or patient days, the loss from reducing

these outputs may exceed the cost savings in the physician's own time.
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11. Conclusion

The results of this section are by far the strongest obtained

in this project. They indicate that, across a wide range of special-

ties and using a variety of output measures and functional forms,

hospital inputs have a statistically and practically significant

effect on physician productivity. Physicians who have appointments

in hospitals with more inputs per staff member are more productive.

The effect is strongest for hospital-related outputs (hospital visits

and operations) but it is also observed in a significant way even

for office visits. With the prospects of increases in the number

of physicians coupled with limits on hospital growth, these results

imply some potentially important reductions in observed physician

productivity.
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TABLE 3-1

OFFICE FOLLOW-UP VISIT EQUIVALENTS FOR HOSPITAL FOLLOW-UP
VISITS AND OPERATION

OFFICE VISIT EQUIVALENT FOR

HOSPITAL VISITS OPERATIONS

1. Allergy- 1.169 NA

2. Cardiovascular Disease 1.031 NA

3. Dermatology 1.219 NA

4. Gas troentero logy- 1.062 NA

5. General/Family Practice 1.227 32.114

6. General Surgery 1.173 32.114

7. Internal Medicine 1.151 NA

8. Neurological Surgerj 0.981 57.946

9. Obstetrics/Gynecclogy 0.963 44.954

10. Ophthalmology 0.991 46.310

11. Orthopedic Surgery 1.032 37.666

12. Otolaryngo logy 1.108 19.412

13. Pediatrics/Ped. Surgery 1.295 NA

14. Urology 1.009 33.662
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TABLE 3-2

REGRESSION OF PHYSICIAN OUTPUT ON PHYSICIAN TII-IE AND CHARACTERISTICS, PRACTICE
INPUTS, AND HOSPITAL INPUTS AND CHARACTERISTICS BY SPECIALTY (OWNER-PHYSICIANS
ONLY) DEPENDENT VARIABLE: LN OF PRICE-WEIGHTED SUM OF OUTPATIENT VISITS,
INPATIENT VISITS, AND OPERATIONS.

(SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARENTHESES)

SPECIALTY

LMDHRS

GROUPSIZE

SIZESQ

NURSHRS

OTEMPHR

EMHRSQ

LSUPPLIES

LHOSSIZE

LHEMP/SMD

IR/SMD

YRGRAD

YRGRADSQ

BCDLI-I

PUBLIC

APPOINTS

LHEMP/BED

URBAN

MDPOP

SDUMl

SDUMa

SDUMS

R

N

%DQ

GP GP IM IM PEDS PRIMARY GS OBG OBG NELTl- OEU ADCG

(ALL) (REG.HRS ) (ALL) (REG.HRS ) CARE (ALL) iiREG.HRS.)0RTH
SOLO

. 815.904 .711 .739 .775 .904 .951 1.12 1.09 1.01 .818 .930

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (0) (.000) (.000)
,

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) ( .000)

-.026 -.084 .032 .110 .023 '\ 045
1

. 160 .170 .318 .091 .075

(.74) (.37) (.70) (.29) (.28) (.59) (.09) (.12) (.002) (.38) ( .44)

.004 .014 -.004 -.015 - - -.002 -.019 -.024 -.026 .002 -.004

(.68) (.28) (.73) (.29) - - (.86) (.14) (.09) (.08) (.92) (.74)

.010 .009 .006 .007 .007 .008 .003 .005 .003 .009 .003 .001

(.000) (.000) (.001) (.00.) (.000) (.000) (.12) (.004) (.26) (.78) (.09) (.51)

.009 .007 .003 .004 .008 .006 - .003 .003 .001 .003 .002

(.000) (.000) (.06) (.02) (.000) ( . 000) (.02) (.04) (.55) (.09) (.15)

-.000002 -.00002 -.000007 -.00001 -.00002 -.00001 -.0000004 -.000004 -.000002 -.000003 -.000004 - .000001

(.000) (.001) (.10) (.02) (.000) (.000) (.94) (.007) (.31) (.68) (.30) (.77)

.046 .048 .025 .026 -.003 .028 .020 .012 .029 .017 .034 -.002

(.006) (.007) (.19) (.21) (.84) (.04) (.31) (.58) (.27) (.49) (.08) (.91)

.047 .040 .020 .005 -.011 .054 -.141 '-.128 -.218 .029 -.078 . 0009

(.39) (.49) (.80) (.96) (.87) (.22) (.08) (.16) (.04) (.78) (.31) (.99)

.076 .148 .167 .187 .133 .149 .183 .106 . 211 . 39 3 .280 . 028

(.30) (.07) (.07) (.06) (.11) (.01) (.05) ( .06) (.001) (.001) ( . 76)

.220 . 180 -.046 -.057 .052 -.083 .019 ; .163 .540 -.096 . 013

C 7<31\* 1 y J
( 96") ( 51) (.10) (.06) (.38) (.79)

-.007 .014 .020 -.006 .003 -.026 -.008 .022 -.023 -.011 .007

(.44) (.14) (.12) (.44) (.63) ( .04) ( 55) (.26) (.000) (.29) (.49)

-.00006 . 00001 -.0002 -.0004 . 00008 -.0001 .0003 -.00005 -.0006 .00007 -.00006

(.15) (.91) (.10) (.18) (.50) (.28) (.14) (.80) (.06) - (.65) (.71)

-.038 -.015 -.020 .032 .56 -.006 .203 -.050 -.224 .197 .062 -.091

(.70) (.88) (.81) (.74) (.04) (.92) (.02) (.62) (.06) (.06) (.47) (.30)

-.056 -.072 -.213 -.276 -.179 .259 -.078 -.093 .075 .161 -.221

(.51) (.43) (.09) (.05) (.02) (.04) (.55) (.55) (.60) (.14) (.09)

.011 .009 -.004 -.006 -.001 .012 -.045 .003 .0007 .005 -.002 .006

(.29) (.33) (.62) (.45) (.83) (.25) (.50) (.76) (.94) (.56) (.85) (.47)

-.023 -.003 -.546 -.395 -.074 -.173 -.089 .063 .215 ;-.011 -.167 -.175

(.87) (.98) (.002) (.05) (.63) (.12) (.64) (.79) (.45) (.96) (.36) (.32)

-1.14 -1.14 .146 -.221 -.136 .019 .220 -.561 -.406 -.070 -.284

(.03) (.06) (.61) (.50) (.69) (.81) (.65) (.19) (.27) (.81) (.05)

.070 .046 .122 .236 .090 -.100 -.153 .102 -.063 -.061 -.087 -.254
(.48) (.67) (.34) (.11) (.44) (.64) (.07) (.48) (.35) (.66) (.41) (.39)

-.176 .150 .151 .309 -.510
(.010) (.16) (.18) (.001) (.000)
.015 .026 -.155

(.83) (.77) (.24)
-.209

.450 .436 .215 .212 .24C .386 .271 .264 .227 .368 .291
(.09)

. ib5

330 241 272 200 292 560 321 335 227 221 360 362

8.6 14.7 20. 1 24.7 37.7 31.2 19.2 13.8 30. i 40.2 26.8 18.8

Specialty Abbreviations:

NEUROF.TH Neurosurgery and Orthopedics
OEU Ophthomology ent^ Urology
ACDG Allergy, Cardiovascular Disease,

Dermatology, Gastroenterology

SDUMl =IM
SDUM2=PEDS

F level not sufficient

SDU>a= SDU>I1=

NEUROS OTO
SDUM2=
URO

SDUMl

=

DERMAT
SDn-I2 =

GASTRO

SDL7t3 =

CAPX)IOV
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TABLE 3-3

REGRESSION OF PHYSICIAN OUTPUT ON PHYSICIAN TI^IE AND CHARACTERISTICS, PRACTICE INPUTS
AND HOSPITAL INPUTS AND CHAPvACTERISTICS , BY SPECIALTY (OI-/NER-PHYSICIANS ONLY)

D;.PENDENT VARIABLE: LN TOTAL VISITS
(SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARENTHESES)

SPECIALTY G? li-I (ALL) PLDb

LMDHRS O O
. olb ^ / "7

. 639 o o o
. o28 O "3 O

. UUU

;

\ . UUU

;

/" nnn \
. UUU

;

/ nnn \
( . UUU

;

/ AAA \
( . 000; . UUU

;

GROUPSIZE -.035 -.031 .030 . 03 . 003 n nn i.0001

K.o/) (• /I; (• /I) f "7n ^
( . 70) ( .96) (i.u;

SIZE SQ . UUd . OOh n n /-.004 nn /-. 004 n n o.002 nm.UUZ

. bo; ( . /I) C . 71) (. 71) ( . 81) ( . / O)

NbRSdR .011 n T c.015 nn ^
. 006 nn £

. 006 n n ~7

.007 nn "7

.UU /

(, .000

;

( . UuU) / nm ^
( . 001; f nm \

( . 001;
/ nnn^
( . 000; / nnn^

(. . UUU

;

OTE?-IHR
r\r\r\.009 n n o

• 008 . 004 nn /
. 004 r\ n r\.009 Ann

. 009
/ r\r\r\\
\ . UUU J

/ n nn N
t .UUU ) C .01) ( . 02) / A AA \

( . UUU

;

/ nnn

\

V. . UUU ;

EMHRSQ -.00002 nn nn o-. 00002 - . 000007 nn n An o-.000008 -.00002 Annn o-.00002

V. . UUU; / nnn^
\. . UUU; V. • ub; n^ \

(. . Ub; / AA A N
( .UUU;

/ AAA \
V. . UUU

;

LSUPPLIES . 044 . 04o AO/.024 AO/.024 no c-.005 A n c-.005

( .00 /; C . 19) on \(.20) ( . 74) (. /4)

HOSSIZh • 041 .031 .090 .069 .029 n n o
. 003

/" on ^
C . Do; / TON

( .19) (.38) (.63) ( . 9b;

LHEJP/SMD .038 .023 .097 . 119 n o n.089 . 116

v. • oO; {,. Jo) ( .24) ( . 19) (.20) (. 14;

IP^./ S!MD
ion

. 139 . 212 n o n-.020 n o n-. 03n n *7 /
. 074 n "7n

. /O

(.. /I) y. 00) ( . 91) (.86 ) V. . bU V. . bz;

YRGRAD .004 -.0005 n T o.018 . 018 A A ;1-.006 nn^— . UU6

(. . y b; ( . 9^; ( .ud; ( . U5; ( . 4 /; \ . ^o;

YRGRADSQ -.00008 -.00007 -.0003 -.0003 .00007 A An n "7

.00007

(. • 51) t • Do; / n<^

^

(, . Ub

;

( .05) (.55; . j5;

BCDUM -.023 n o T-.021 -.086 r\ ~j ~j-.077 T ~7 O
. 173 T ^ n

. 169

\ . oZ) ( . o4) / o n \(.29) (.35) ( .UZb; v. . u J;

PUBLiC -.080 -.086 T *7 n-.170 -.165 A O O-.028 n on— .030

(.36) (.33) (.17) (.18) (.79) (.78)
APPOINTS .013 .011 -.002 -.002 -.0004 -.0006

(.24) (.30) (.75) (.74) (.94) (.92)
HEMP/ BED -.046 -.004 -.440 -.456 -.052 -.075

C73) (.97) (.01) (.01) (.73) (.63)
UPvBAN .098 .060 .089

(.34) (.63) (.45)
MDPOP -.987 .093

(.06) (.74)
TT r\ T 7 T O / rn/~V TIT T T" OHOSVIS/TOTVIS . 653 . 622 . 721 . 707 . 356 .355

(.006) (.009) (.001) (.001) (.13) (.13)

-2
R

.443 .446 .247 .242 .241 .240

N 330 330 272 272 292 292
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TABLE 3-4

REGRESSION OF PHYSICIAN OUTPUT ON PHYSICIAN TIME
AND CHARACTERISTICS, PRACTICE INPUTS, AND HOSPITAL INPUTS AND

CHARACTERISTICS, BY SPECIALTY (OWNER-PHYSICIAN ONLY)

DEPENDENT VARIABLE : LN DEFLATED GROSS REVENUE

(SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARENTHESES)

PGISOLO GOSOLO

LMDHRS 1.02 1. 02 .287 .280

(.000) (.000) (.30) (.31)

GROUP SIZE .075 .117

. (.85) (.76)

NURSHR .016 . 016 .007 .006
(.000) (.000) (.04)

\j X ILL inis. . 913 .013 .008 .008
(.000) (.000) (.02)

-.00003 -.00003 -.00002 -.00002
(.000) (.000) (.000) ( . 000)

LSUPPLIES .036 .036 .082 .073
(.30) (.30) (.12) (.16)

-.041 -.030 .329 .251
(.58) (.69) (.03) ( 15)

LHEMP/SMD .129 .114 .170 .196
(.21) (.29) (.34) ( 32")

IR/SMD (-.172)
(.001)

-1.55

(.005)

-.002 -.002 .033 .036
f 86) (.87) (.18) ( 14")

vupc Anon .00005 . 00005 -.0007 -.0007
(.80) (.80) (.06) (.05)

BCDUM .242

(.07)

rUjJLIC -.239 -.242 ,240
( 14> (!l3) (.44) f 38)

APPOINTS .015

(.49)
• U14

(.51)

(.96)
.398

(.14)

MDPOP -.245 -.984
(.60)

SDUMl ,264

(.07)
.279 .•255 .258

(.44) (.16) (.15)

SDUM2 .129

(.41)
.123

(.44)

PROPR -.429 -.427 .519 .487
(.09) (.09) (.24) (.27)

CONSTANT 5.86 5.88 3.94 4.19
(.000) (.000) (.02) (.01)

SDUMl=IH SDUT'I1=0BGYN
SDUM2=PEDS

\^

N
.217 .216 .167 .174
500 500 322 322
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TABLE 3-5A

SEPARATI' PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
DEPENDKCT VARIABLE: LN HOSPITAL VISITS

(SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARENT"KSES)

S I'LCl AL 1

1

Or
(ALL)

GP
(REG .KRS) (ALL)

IM

(REC.HRSj
PEDS

SOLO
GS OBG

(AIL)

LUOSPHRS .793 .725 .571 .536
. 694 .728 .460 .557

( . 000) ( .000) ( . 000) \ . uuu ) ( .000) (.000) (.000) ( .000)

CROUPSIZE - .049 .033 .144 .268 .133 .378

( .69) ( .76)
1 T1 \
\ . Jl) ( .006) (.19) ( . 000)

SIZESQ .009 .020 .006 -.016 .031 -.003 .039

( .07) ( .25) ( .67) (. . Jo;
( .01) (.52) ( .000)

NURSHR .007 ,007 .004 .004 .002 .003 .005 .004

( . 002) ( 004) ( .10) (.16) (.33) (.10) (.13) (.01)

OTEMHR .006 .007 .0006 .002 _ .002 .001 .002

( . 008) ( .005) ( 78) (.52) - (.17) (.71) ( .08)

ErniRSQ 00001 - .00001 000002 _. 000006 .0000002 -.000002 -.000004 .ooocc

( 04) ( .07) ( 74) ( .44) ( 98) (.57) (.74) ( .03)

LSUPPLIES 010 021 .013 016 .024 .040 .036

( ( 41) ( . 55) ( 48) (.21) (.10) ( 07)

HOSSIZE (.19 - 013 114 -.199 085 -.034 -.033 174

(
"7 o ^78) ( 87) ( 25) / 1 1 ^(.11) ( 36) (.56) (.74) ( 03)

LIIEMP/SMD 193 319 361 .380 231 .268 .142 151

{•
AC \C5) ( 006) (. 002) (.007) •( 04) (.001) (.21) (. 09)

IR/ SMD 433 297 264 -.209 036 -.052 .849 235
' i. 34) ( 52) (. 23) (.39)

('
85) ' (.78) (.05)

(." 27)

YRGRAD 013 02 7 021 -.015 002 -.013 -.025 002
(". 22) (. 03) (. 09) (.42) (. 84) (.15) (.09) (. 87)

YRGRADSQ 0002 0003 0001 .0001 000008 .00009 .0003 0001

!

(• 29)
(*

05) (. 44) (.75) (. 96) (.48) (.27)
('. 41)

BCDUI-1 138 068 162 .212 053 -.029 .351 009
('

28) ( 63) (. 13) (.11) i. 62) (.72) (.001)
('. 92)

OBG
(RF.G .HRS )

IDPOP

^DU>i2

.140

(.22)

.012

(.36)

-.033

(.52)

-.447

(.54)

.029

(.83)

.014

(.28)

-.044

(.77)

-.177

(.85)

116

48)

,007

,46)

,310

,07)

-.026

(.89)

-.008

(.39)

.536

(.01)

-(.341)

(.42)

.108

(.47)

-.005

(.48)

-.095

(.55)

-.886

(.08)

.518

290

.518

213

.301

263

.292

195

.394

277

.035

(.74)

.013

(.35)

.050

(.65)

-.075

(.80)

.116

(.22)

-.093

.459

510

.286

(.06)

-.107

(.17)

.082

(.57)

-1.216

(.002)

-.189

(.10)

-.010

(.19)

-.131

(.30)

-.109

(.77)

.558

.000)

.274

.006)

.02 7

.04)

.003

.13)

.003

.06)

.000002

.21)

.035

.14)

.128

.20)

.168

.11)

. 42 9

.14)

.015

.39)

.0004

.16)

.O'O

.52)

,964

,69)

.011

.17)

.032

.84)

.197

.68)

.352

220

NEUR-
ORTll

OFU

.499 .

(.000)

.166

(.12)

-.018

(.23)

.002

(.48)

-.0009

(.74)

-.000003
(.77)

! .710

! (.000)

.210

(.10)

-.012

(.57)

• .003

(.22)

.002

(.25)

- .00000]

(.75)

A.'iCC

.av'.

(.000)

.194

(.03)

-.014

(.35)

-.002

(.40)

I

I-. 00001

(1.00)

.000004

(.43)

.249

316

.397

323

.352

:i20

. 020 .033 .027

(.46) (.15) (.26)

-.036 - . 412 .150

( 74) (.002) (.12)

.475 . 396 .148

(.001) (.000) (.17)

-.056 .232 -.012

( 30) (.48) (.83)

-.014 -.015 -.018

(.35) (.22) (.16)

.00002 .0001 .0003

(.93) (.41) (.11)

.126 .045 -.046

(.30) (.66) (.68)

.332
,
-.103

(.009) : (.53)

-.001 -.005 .008

(.90) .
(.60) (.41)

-.048 . 310 -.299

(.74) (.01) (.10)

-.059 -.065 -.401

(.90) (.85) (.28)

.248 .213 -.039
(.04) (.07) (.82)

.492 .265
(.00) (.12)

.261

(.'V

.340 .54 7
1

.''4f

215 323 71h

Specialty Abb rr-vi at ions :

MF.UR0RTH Neurosurgery and Orthopedics
OKU Opthomology

, ENT, Urology
ACDG Allcr};y, Card iovai'.ciilar Discasa

Df-rmn tolapy , Gastroenterology

SDlI>tl = IM

SDUM2=PFDS
SDUMl=NFUR0S Sl)L'Mi=0i:iO'.\l-

SDUM1=0T0 si)l'M.'-<-ASlRO

SDUM2--UR0 SDUM3=CARI0V
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TABLi: 3-5B

SEPARATE rUODUCTION FUNCTIONS

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: LN OFFICE-HOME VISITS

(SICNiriCAN'CE I.EVEI- IN PARENTHESES)

SPECIAETY GP IN PEDS GS OBG ACJ)G OEU NEUR- OB

(ALL) ORTH (REGHRS)

LOFFUnS .

.827 . 5 74 • .637 578 .688 .675 .•54 G .705 .478

( .000) ( .000) (.000) (. 000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) ( . 000)

GROUPSIZE
:

i

.007 .046 .023 . 119 .188 .108 .091 .142 .147

( .92) ( .49) (.67) (. 08) ( . 000) (.22) (.lA) (.08) (.01)

SIZESQ .003 - .006 -.002 -. 012 -.019 -.012 -.010 -.015 -.015

( .75) ( .48) (.77) (. 16) (.006) (.31) (.30) (.21). (.05)

NURSHR .008 .006 .005 004 .004 ' .002 ' .005 -.0007 .002

( .000) ( .000) (.001) (. 05) ( . 000) (.21) (.000) (.79) (.06)

OTEMHR .005 .003 .007 001 .003 .002 ..004 -.0008 .003

( .000) ( .05) (.000) (. 47) ( . 000) (.09) (.000) (.84) ( . 000)

EMHRSQ .00001 - .000006 .00002 - 000004 -.000004 -.000003 -.000008 -.000005 -.000002

( .001) ( .09) (.000) ( 65) (. 000) (.36) (.001) (.A4) (.01)

LSUPPLIES .034 .020 -.016 039 .026 -.007 .014 .024 .030

( .02) ( 20) (.23) ( 019) (.04) (. 69) (.25) (.25)
.

(.03)

HOSSIZE .048 417 -.051 - 034 .056 -.042 -.087 -.017 .030

( • 29) ( 49) (.36) ( 61) (.26) (.54) (.18) ; (.86) (.60)

LHEMP/SMD .015 ! 138 .123 319 .159 .063 .167 .182 .168

v .82) ( 06) (.06) ( 000) ( . 004

)

(.A3) (.002) (.10) (.006)

IR/SMD 099 - 091 ,.058 - 480 -.042 -.002 -.209 .251 .099

( 75) ( 51) (.60) ( 10) (.76) (. 96) (.23) (.45) (.56)

YRG.RAD 002 109 -.007 - 012 -.003 .011 '.Oil -.013 .014

( 80) (. 15) (.29) ( 23) ( . Db; (.23) (.06) (.27) (.16)

YRGRADSQ 0001 -. 0002 .00005 - .0002 -.00002 -.0002 -.0002 .00007 • -.003

( 22) (. 11) (.58) ( .14) ( . 05; (.24) (.06) (.69) (.06)

BCDUM 057 -. 093 .100
'. 0.33 -.108 .048 .059 -.019

( 51) (. 16) (.11) (.55) (.18) (.36) . (.53) (.76)

PUBLIC .124 -.129 .086 -.116 -.158 .063 -.052 -.090

( 09) (.13) ( .41) (.11) (.17) (.34) (.65) (.27)

APPOINTS .' 006 006 -.002 _ .030 .003 .010

( .53) (. 30) (.63) ( .57) (.59) (.49)

URBAN .022 136 .109 .147 -.089 -.173 .083 -.157 -.033

( .80) (. 18) (.24) ( .14) (.25) (.18) (.19) (.17) (.72)

MDPOP .800 261 -.029 .147 -.590 -.122 .182 -.235 -.649

( .07) (. 24) (.91) ( .59) (.0]) (.64) . (.31) (.52) (.02)

GP
(REG.HRS)

IM
(REG.HRS)

.799

(.000) i

.528
( r)nn^^ . UUU )

-.002

(.94)
.009

-.003
(..oh;

.007

(.000)
.007
/ Ann

^

^ . uuu;

.004

(.02)
i

.003

j

v..ud;

-.000001
(.03)

-.000001

V • OJ

;

.035

(.03)
.02 5

.035

(.49)
j

.028
( IW\' 1 ->)

.099

(.18)
.137

V. J j;

.054

(.86)
-.110 .

-.004

(.64)
; .006

-.00008
(.46)

' -.00008'

1
(, • c o;

1

-.044

(.64)
-.066
C A 't\

1

-.145

(.08)
-.003

(.98)

.006

(.50)
-.007

,

(.26)

.015

(.88)
.132

, (.17)

-.625

(.23)
: -.4 69

(.10)
'•

SDUMl

SDUM2

SUUM3

.429

328

.291

270

.258

289

.352

320

.451

339

SpocialLy Abbrcviiit ions

:

NKUKOKTH Neurosurgery and Orthopedics

OEU Opthoniolocy , ENT, Urolot'.y

ACDG Allcrsv, Cardiovascular Di'^case,

Derma to! oi'.y , Cast roent erology

.343

(.002)
-.4 50

(.000)
-.432

(.000)
.432

356

-.019

(.75)
-.289

(.000)

.487

358

SDUM1=DERM.\T

SDUM2=CASTK0
SI)I'!13=CA"PI0V

SDUMl =

SDUM2=

.466

.000)

.547

217

^OTO

^URO

.346

226

SDirMl=NEUR0S

.408

240

.236

199
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TAr.i.i-: ^-f,

Mii/.TirKonucT I'lionrcrroN
i ii.N'CTrorT<;

i)i:i-i::;i)i:?;r vak lAiii.i.; : ho.si.itai, vim i-.;

(srcNiFiCANCi-; i.i;vi:i, in pakkntmksks)
SPKI.LAI.'IT IM PKOS GS or c .NhlJR-

<>:.{]

ORill

UinilRS 217 .8:'8 622 .961 . 293 1.010
^ • ( U ) ( 00 1

)

(0) (. 13) (.000)

GROUPSIZE 046 . 158 003 . 174 .042
f JO J ^ . u

/

d; ( 73) (.038) ( • 69)

SIZKSQ 007 -.012 - 0002 -.017 -.006 .016
t
\ J-+ ) I, . ju; (1 00) (.11) ( . 67) (.029)

NURSHR 004 -.001 005 -.0003 .004 -.002
(
\ UO J J ^ . oy; ( 036) (.84) ( . 25) (.33)

OTEMIIR 002 .001 003 .0005 .002 -.002
(
K ( 30) (.70) ( . 55) (.37)

EM]!RSQ 00001 -.0000009 - 00001 .0000005 -.000005 .00000
f
K UZ 0^ (, . yu; ( 29) (. 74) (.52) (. 19)

LSUPPLIES - 004 -.002 019 .018
1

-.014 .009

( 84) (.93) ( 43) (.35) (.61) (.70)

HOSSIZE 079 .058 027 -. 110 -.091 -. 169

( .31) (.51) ( 78) (.16) (.44) (.031)

LHE;'P/s^^[) .231 .251 109 .200 .414 . 352

( .015) (.021) ( 33) (.021) (.005) (.002)

-.093
(.60)

-.014

(.14)

.0001

(.39)

. 125

(.14)

.038

(.77)

-.002

(.81)

.238

(.028)

. 727

(.80)

-.262

(.13)

-.010

(.36)

.0002

(.32)

-.036

(.73)

.097

(.49)

.003

(.65)

-.195

(.20)

-.338
(.50)

.591

(.15)

-.016

(.29)

.0002
(.38)

.272

(.010)

.289

(.050)

-.097

(.18)

-.037
(.80)

-.693
(.082)

.003

(.99)

.001

(.91)

-.0001
(.59)

-.015

(.36)

-.272

(.016)

-.012

(.11)

-.026

(.83)

-. 156

(.68)

.519

(.24)

.021

(.45)

-.0006
(.285)

'.080

(.50)

-.001

(.95)

-.010

(.60)

-. 100

(.49)

-.330

(.45)

.211

(.53)

-.002

(.90)

-.00006

(.76)

-.062

(.57)

.251

(.059)

.033

(.23)

.237

(.077)

.176 .

(.660)

LNOFFVIS -.631 -.302 061 169 .029 .224
(.000) (0) ( 42) ( 074) ( 73) ( 84)

LNOPMS 193 116 063 353

( 017) ( 14) ( 54) ( 000)

WOTPT .010 .009 001 0002 0009 0004

(.000) (.000) ( 000) ( 16) ( oni) ( 16)

SDUl-l 1

SDUM 2

SDIJM 3.

N

.584

262

.538

257
.2 92

308
.356
312

.179 .395
(.21) (.003)
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TABLE 3-7

Txr^^-'-^TTA- PHYSICIAN HOURS AND HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES
NEEDED TC PRODUCE A ONE PERCENT INCREASE IN OUTPUT,
ACTEAL COST OF HOSPITAL INPUTS, AND SHADOW PRICE

OE PHYSICIAN HOURS, BY SPECIALTY

(EROM eOEFEICIENTS OF TABLE 3-2

SPECIALTY
GP

(All)

GP
(Reg.Hrs)

IM
(All)

IM
(Reg.Hrs)

PEDS GS OBG
(All)

OBG
(Reg.Hrs)

NO OEU ACDG

Increase in
HEMP/SMD
(At Mean)

0.91 0.53 0.59 0.48 0.66 0.57 0.66 0.41 0.19 0.22 0.87

Increase in
>©HRS

(At Mean)
0.68 0.86 0.87 0.82 0.67 0.56 0.57 0.64 0.78 0.61 0.69

Cost of
Increase in
HEMP/SMD

$153 89 111 87 118 103 123 73 35 40 169

Shadow-

Price of
MD Hour

$225 103 128 106 176 184 216 114 45 66 245





IV. COST, PRICE, AND PROFIT FUNCTIONS

1. Introduction

The previous section presented results which indicate significant

effects of hospital inputs on physician productivity. In this section,

we inquire whether these effects are also exhibited in practice

cost data. We then go on to investigate what the SDPP data can

say about whether these productivity effects are manifested in lower

prices to consumers, higher incomes for physicians, or both.

2. Cost Functions

Production functions provide information on technical efficiency.

In principle, the same effects as those measured in a production

function should also appear in a cost function. In addition, a

cost function permits investigation of the effect of input combinations ,

given the level of technical efficiency, on cost. Moreover, the

problem of functional forms for multiproduct enterprises is more

easily solved for cost functions. In the present application, hov^ever

,

as we noted in the analytic plan, there are some difficulties posed

by cost functions. First, the typical cost function, which relates

total cost to output and to input prices, implicitly assumes that

the enterprise is minimizing cost, or at least that deviations from

cost minimization can be related to some identifiable characteristic

of the enterprise. Such an assumption may not be legitimate for

physician practices. Second, the cost function is defined in terms

of total cost, but the survey data measure only part of a part of

total cost.
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The problems of measurement are twofold. Even as a measure

of total office practice costs, the survey data are incomplete.

While they include a measure of total personnel costs, only some

of the costs of supplies, rent, and utilities are tabulated. In

addition, there is no imputed cost (or data to permit imputing cost)

for owner-provided space, supplies, or transportation. Moreover,

there is no measure of the cost of the hospital inputs associated

with care the physician provides, not even as the total bill for

hospital services provided to the physicians' patients.

In spite of these reasons for concern, we did nevertheless

estimate total cost functions on some subsamples of the data. We

used two alternative forms. In one, total variable office practice

cost per physician (VOFCOST) was defined as the sum of questionnaire

items. In the other, an estimate of the cost of physician time was

added to VOFCOST.

We did not add malpractice expenses or auto costs to this total

because they would be more appropriately assumed to be fixed. We

also did not add rental costs because this would measure office

space costs only for those physicians who did not own their own

office buildings. (Neither of these items were large components

of total cost.)

Independent variables in the total cost functions included

the hospital inputs and characteristics used in the production function,

an index of wage costs (described below) , total physician hours,

assumed in this case to represent a fixed input, and total output,

measured as the value-weighted sum. In effect, these functions





assume that the practice at least tries to minimize non-physician

office costs.

A second version attempts to "cost out" physician time by multi-

plying physician hours by an estimate of physician net income per

hour, by specialty, obtained from American Medical Association,

Profile of Medical Practice , 1975-76. In these regressions, physician

hours does not, of course, appear as an independent variable.

The wage index was constructed by weighting relative (to the

full-sample mean) wages for each of five employee types by the sample

mean relative number of hours supplied by this type of worker.

For practices which did not employ all types of workers, the weights

were "scaled" to sum to unity.

In addition to the wage index for the practice itself, we also

included the wages per FTE employee at the hospital used by the

physician as an independent variable. This measure might reasonably

be held to proxy the market wage rate in the market for medical

personnel from which physicians hire their own employees. These

figures should be less subject than the practice cost figures to

variation in indicated wage rates which arise from differences in

labor quality.

There is reason to suspect that much of the variation in cost

across practices reflects systematic differences in overall prices,

incomes, and wages across areas. Everything is higher in New York

City than in rural Oklahoma. Unfortunately, however, the Bureau

of Labor Statistics budgets used to measure cost of living are only

available for a small sample of metropolitan areas. Accordingly,

we tried to find cost-of-living proxies which would permit a relatively

large sample of observations.
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One such proxy is the wage paid to retail trade employees.

Where such wages are high, the price of retail goods and services

are likely to be high. Except for variation in housing costs, such

variation should capture the most important determinants of living

cost differentials across areas. A measure of the retail wage —

total retail wages per employee — is available from census data.

Unfortunately the measure is not one of wages per hour, but rather

wages per employee per year, and so will vary with the average number

of hours worked per year. Nevertheless, this variable, along with

income per capita, should capture the most important aspects of

cost of living variation.

The functional form is a logarithmic specification, which may be

thought of as a first-order version of the translog. We also estimated some

cost functions (not shown) with some interaction terms, but with no appre-

ciable difference in results.

Results of the VOFCOST regressions are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

Because of the large number of candidate variables and because many of them

are highly collinear, we present results for two sets of variables — one

showing the results of a stepwise regression procedure at the step which

2
maxmizes the adjusted R , and the other with all variables included in the

regression. In both cases, hospital inputs per active staff physician

(HEMP/SMD) is forced in first. (Results are presented for the combined

specialty groups only in Table 4-1.)

The results are consistent with the view that cost is not

—2
accurately measured in this data. The R is quite low, less than

20 percent in most subsamples. While input prices and output are

generally significant with the expected sign, this is not always

the case. More disturbingly, physician time tends to be significant

but to have a positive coefficient, implying that more physician

time used to produce a given output is associated with more rather

than less aide time.





Hospital variables are generally not statistically significant.

Hospital inputs per physician do have a negative effect on cost

in all but one of these samples, and the coefficient approaches

significance in three of them. However, it is significant but positive

in the case of pediatricians.

Using VOFCOST plus an estimate of physician time cost yields

—2
similar results. R 's are again low, economic variables have signs

counter to those predicted by theory (or are insignificant) , and

hospital variables are usually not significant. The only exception

is the pediatricians subsample, but here again the significant coefficient

on hospital inputs per physician has a positive sign, rather than

the negative one implied by the production functions.

Examination of the SMSA subset (Tables 4-3 and 4-4) indicates

that the retail wage rate is frequently related to costs, in the

expected positive direction. However, inclusion of this variable

does not change the anomalous sign on physician time, nor is it

associated with significant effects for hospital coefficients.

Were our failure to find the theoretically expected results

in these regressions confined to the hospital variables, one might

speculate that there could be plausible explanations for the results.

For example, one might conjecture that physicians who choose hospitals

with unusually large amounts of inputs might also happen to make

inefficient choices in selecting cost-minimizing input combinations

for their own practices. However, the failure of such obviously

important economic variables as input prices and physician time

to have the expected signs is more strongly suggestive of measurement

error, both in dependent and in independent variables. Measurement
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error in the dependent variable leads to coefficient estimates that

are unbiased but which are not estimated very precisely; errors

in the independent variables tend (though not unequivocally) to

bias coefficients toward zero.

Another suggestive piece of evidence is the observation that

average total practice costs per solo practice physician in primary

care specialties was less than $30,000 in our sample, while the

American Medical Association's Periodic Survey of Physicians finds

average values in the range of $40,000 to $50,000 for 1977. ("Profile

of Medical Practice, 1979 , Table 63) . Obviously an important part

of practice costs are not tabulated in our data, further increasing

the likelihood of measurement error.

On balance, it would appear that the failure to demonstrate

significant productivity effects using the cost data from SDPP is

traceable to imperfections in the data set.

3 . Price Functions

As described in Section I, the physician who has some market

power should find that, other things equal, the profit-maximizing

price for his own services will tend to be lower when hospital inputs

are more plentiful. If more hospital inputs imply a reduction in

his marginal cost at any output, his profit-maximizing output will

be higher and his optimal price therefore lower. However, if the

price for his services is taken as approximately given, e ither because

the market is competitive or because third party payers adhere to

a maximum fee schedule , then there may be little relationship between

a particular physician's hospital inputs and his or her price.
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We used a model of physician pricing based on the work of Pauly and

Satterthwalte (1979), which permits varying degrees of competitiveness. In

this model, market equilibrium price Is assumed to depend upon market demand

per physician, the degree of competition In the market for physicians' ser-

vices, and the marginal opportunity cost of these services. The degree of

competition in turn is assumed to depend upon the extent of consumer infor-

mation about physician price and quality.

There are at present no direct measures of consumer information. Pauly

and Satterthwalte suggest and test several proxy variables, all of which per-

formed well in their analysis. They suggest (based on Satterthwalte ' s 1978

work) that consumer information may be inversely related to the number of

physicians in the consumer's market area. The intuitive argument for this

proposition is that in a market area with few physicians (a small town or self-

contained neighborhood, for example) physician reputations for price and quality

will be well-developed, and each consumer will get accurate information from

his or her friends. Conversely, in a market area with many physicians (for

example, the downtown business district of a large city) , it will be difficult

for a consumer to get accurate information on any particular physician, and

it will be hard to remember what friends say about a large number of different

physicians

.

Thus, one proxy measure of consumer information is the number of physicians

in the consumer's market area. Given the level of this variable the number of

friends with whom the consumer is able to exchange information will also be

related to the level of information he or she will achieve. Proxy measures for

such "information flow" notions, available in census data, would also Include the

proportion headed solely by a female. In both cases, the assumption is that

(other things equal) such families will have more difficult access to information.
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Measures of these concepts are available only for metropolitan areas,

but an entire standard metropolitan statistical area is probably

larger than the consumer's market area. If market areas are defined

by the time or distance the consumer is willing to travel, however,

the number of physicians per square mile will be correlated with

the number of physicians in the market area. Finally/ to recognize

the fact that it takes different amounts of time to travel a given

distance in different cities, some measures of the geography of

the market area are also included.

Pauly and Satterthwaite used data aggregated to the level of

the metropolitan area, so they did not have to be concerned about

the difference between an individual physician's marginal cost and

the average (over all physicians in the market area) marginal cost

of physician services. In addition, they concentrated on the fee

for office visits for primary care physicians, which are generally

not covered by insurance. In the work to be presented here, however,

we will need to take account of insurance coverage (as an influence

on demand) and marginal cost at both the individual physician and

at the market level.

Formally, we may represent these notions by writing the price

function P"""^ for the fee of physician i in city j as:

These influences on the physician's fee level may be measured

in the following ways (described more specifically in Table A-5)

:
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(1) Competitive variables (MD-^ , MA"" , and IF"^). Pauly and

Satterthwaite suggest that the average level of consumer information

about prices and quality should be the primary determinant of the

extent of competition. They hypothesize that the more physicians

in the consumer's market area, the less accurate will be his level

of information about any physician. If market areas are of equal

area (in terms of square miles), a reasonable proxy for the number

of physicians would be physician density per square mile in the

urbanized area. In order to adjust for differences in transportation

time and cost which may make the size of market areas vary, two

proxies are used: population density in the urbanized area of the

SMSA and the fraction of the workforce using public transportation.

Measures of the extent of consumer information include percent

of households moved in the last five years, and percent of households

headed by a female. The argument here is that in both cases such

households are likely to have poorer than average information on

the price and quality of physicians in their community.

(2) Market wages rates (W-') . This notion is measured both

by the retail wage rate (described above) and the level of payroll

expense per full-time employee at metropolitan area hospitals.

(3) Market area hospital inputs per physician (H-') . Hospital

personnel per patient care physician in the metropolitan area, personnel

per bed, and appointments per patient care physician provide measures.

('4) Physicians per capita in market (MP-') . These concepts

are measured by either medical specialists and CP's per capita (for

CP's, medical specialists, and ophthomoloeists
, ENT, and urologists)

or surgical specialists per capita (for other surgical specialties).
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These variables measure marginal opportunity cost of physician time

as well as possible demand inducement influences.

(5) Market demand variables . These variables include income

(personal income or family income) , and extent of insurance coverage

in the market. We can also measure the age distribution of the

population (children or persons over 65) . There are no SMSA level

measures on the extent of private insurance coverage. We include

the percent of SMSA population on AFDC as a measure of aggregate Medicaid

coverage, and percent population black, to account for possibly

more severe health problems.

(6) Practice-specific demand variables (Y"^) include the fraction

of this physician's patients with Medicare or Medicaid, and the

fraction of patients with no insurance coverage.

(7) Practice specific input costs (W^) . Wage rates paid to

practice employees, and payroll expense per employee at the hospital

used by physician i.

(8) Practice characteristics (Z^) . Practice size, board certifi-

cation status of physician, etc.

(9) Practice specific hospital inputs and characteristics (H^)..

Hospital inputs per staff physician, interns and residents per staff

physician, hospital control and size, etc.

Some of these variables are endogenous. We, therefore, also

use 2SLS with physicians per capita and physician density as endogenous

variables. We have also experimented with making metropolitan area

hospital personnel per patient care MD as endogenous, but the choice

of appropriate first stage identifying variables was difficult.

Results were virtually the same as the 2SLS results shown below.

(Time did not permit a more extensive investigation of this point.)
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A final consideration: the extent of insurance coverage shifts

aggregate demand out, and should be associated with higher prices. But for

those types of care typically covered by "reasonable and customary charge"

(RRC) insurance, insurance also sets what is virtually a minimum price, the

RCC maximum. There is, after all, little point in charging less than the

maximum. This implies that, for insured services, individual practice char-

acteristics (other than the extent of insurance coverage) may have little to

do with price.

Appendix Table A2 lists the new variables added for these regressions

and their means and standard deviations. Results are presented in Tables 4-6

and 4-7 for two price measures and two estimation methods: price measures

include usual fee for a routine followup office visit (primarily uninsured)

and the usual fee for an inpatient hospital visit (primarily insured, and

often included in the surgical fee for surgical specialties) . Results are

presented using both OLS and 2SLS. Because of the large number of candidate

variables and because of the evidence of high collinearity among many of

-2
them, we present OLS results at two steps: the step which maximizes R using

a stepwise procedure with a F test for selection, and the step using all vari-

ables. The 2SLS results are presented with a set of independent variables

reduced by deleting those which were usually insignificant in the OLS regressions.

While these are admittedly ad hoc procedures, they probably give an adequate

summary of which variables are important and which are not.
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I will first comment on the influence of hospital inputs on prices as

measured by the office fee. Recall that the office visit could be either a

substitute or a complement for hospital outputs and inputs. The coefficient

on the level of hospital inputs at the particular physician's hospital is

usually negative, but it is not statistically significant. However, the SMSA-

wide level of hospital personnel per patient care physician is negatively

related to price for all specialty subgroups, and it is significant at the 20

percent level or better for four out of the eight groups (Table 4- (A) • A similar

pattern is shown in the 2SLS results in Tables (4-6B)
,
except that, as is often

the case, significant levels are somewhat lower. The results are consistent

with the view that (a) hospital inputs reduce physician marginal cost but (b)

the market for physicians' office visits is competitive enough that overall

physician fees in the market, rather than those of just the physicians using

the hospital, are affected.

Other variables tend to have signs consistent with the Pauly-Satterthwaite

model. Doctor density generally has a positive and significant effect on price

in the OLS regressions (except for two more-heavily insured surgical special-

ties) , but it is less consistent for the 2SLS regression. The doctor-population

ratio is rarely significant. The information flow variables "percent moved"

and "percent female headed households" have the expected positive signs, and

each is significant in more than half the subsamples. Market demand variables -

percent over 65, family income - have the predicted positive signs. The only

practice-level demand variable which is consistently significant is percent of

patients with no insurance, which tends to be negatively related to price,

especially for primary care specialties. (Note that the price measure I am

using is gross price billed, rather than the theoretically more appropriate

net price received). Finally, input price levels, whether measured by hospital

wage rates or practice wage rates, are positively related to price.
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The 2SLS results for these kinds of variables also display similar

patterns but lower significance levels. The only noteworthy difference is

that, in the 2SLS regression, the positive effect of doctor density on price

tends to be confined to primary care specialties, where insurance coverage is

low.

Table (4- 7a) and (4-7B) show the results of similar regressions with the

hospital visit fee as the dependent variable. Metropolitan area hospital inputs per

physician again tend to have negative signs, especially for the primary care

specialties. For the surgical specialties, the more heavily insured fees used

in these regressions may depend much more on insurance firm policies than on

-2
supply and demand conditions, so that the low R 's and anomalous signs may be

of little import.

4. Net Income Functions

If the market price is taken as given, the net income of any

enterprise should depend on its technical efficiency, the stock

of fixed inputs available to it, and the prices of variable inputs.

("Net income" here is net of the accounting costs (if any) of the

fixed inputs.)

Such a function has a natural interpretation in the context

of a physicians' practice. It implies that his net income should

depend on the prices he receives, variables which reflect his technical

efficiency, input prices he pays, the level of hospital inputs avail-

able to him, and the number of hours he works.

Several of these variables are almost surely not exogenous.

Hours worked are usually chosen by the physician, but, as noted in

the section on cost functions, there are no easily available measures

of the opportunity cost of this time, especially across SMSA's.

Inclusion of the actual level of physician time into the regression
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imparts simultaneous equations bias: those physicians will work

longest who are (a) relatively more productive in the use of their

time and (b) face lower relative costs for their time. Such influences

will tend to cause upward bias in the estimates of coefficients

on physician hours.

If the market for physicians' services is monopolistic, the

fee level will also be endogenous. Fees will tend to be higher

where demand or monopoly power is greater. This will cause an upward

bias in the coefficient on fees. Alternatively, the exogenous deter-

minants of demand can be substituted, but it is unclear whether

identifying variables exist. Finally, hospital input levels may

be endogenous as discussed above.

The income functions to be estimated with the SDPP data will

include as "independent" variables all of those in the price functions,

plus the fee level and two measures of physician time input: hours

worked in the sample week and weeks worked per year. In effect,

we assume that all costs deducted by the physician to arrive at

his net income figure are variable.

Net income is measured in the survey by the answer to the following

question: "In which of these broad groups ($10,000 intervals) was

your own net income from the practice of medicine in 1976 after

practice deductions and before taxes?" (Emphasis in original) The

reported figure is, therefore, going to be a range, not a point

estimate. We use the midpoint of each interval ($15,000 for the

under $20,000 class) as a point estimate. The physician is being

asked to recall his income in language that does not encourage precision.

For all of these reasons, these measures of physician income are

not likely to be very accurate.



I
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Even when accurate income data have been available, economists

have not been able to explain individual physician income variation

in a very satisfactory way. For example, Dyckman {2} had physician

income data from income tax returns which should presumably be highly

accurate, but he was not able to get a very satisfactory explanation

of this variation. The reasons for the variation in physician income

are, therefore, difficult to specify.

These expectations are confirmed by an analysis of SDPP data,

results of which are described in Table 4-8. In all but one case,

2
the adjusted R does not exceed 0.2. Few variables are consistently

significant (except for physician hours) . Higher prices paid for

inputs are associated with higher physician net incomes, contrary

to theoretical expectations. Output fee levels are generally unrelated

to income and, as in the cost function estimates, measures of hospital

inputs are usually not significant.

—2
In the one case in which the R is relatively large

(neurosurgeons and orthopods) , the results are consistent with the

price and production functions. More inputs at the physician's

own hospital raise his net income (because it enhances his productivity)

But more inputs in his market area depress his income (apparently

because it depresses price by more than it increases productivity)

.

In view of our failure to find significant relationships for any

of the other groups, however, it is probably best to regard these

results as not very conclusive.
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TABLE 4-1

COST FUNCTIONS

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: LN OF VARIABLE COST PER MD

(SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARENTHESES)

GPS IM PEDS GS OBG

LMDHRS .399 .386 .380 .394 .391 .393 .235 .238 .413 .425

(.09) MO) (.17) (.16) (.07) (.07) (.24) (.23) (.04) (:.04)

GROLT SIZE . 242 .244 -.462 -.461 .076 .071 -.300 -.321 -.086 --.032

(.10) :.09) (.006) (.17) (.42) (.46) (.007) (.004) (.48) (:.52)

SIZESQ

-

-.066 -.065 -.055 -.054 -.017 -.016 .041 .044 .008 .008

(.002) :.oo2) (.01) (.20) (.15) (.18) (.004) (.003) (.61) (:.64)

HOSSIZE .015 .018 .091 .126 -.141 -.175 -.136 -.053 .087 .138

(.85) (:.84) (.50) (.40) (.09) (.06) (.16) (.63) (.43) (:.26)

LHEMP/SMD -.113 -.093 .076 .064 .176 .208 -.061 -.117 -.090 -'.031

(.33) (:.44) (.67) (.73) (.09) (.06) (.60) (.33) (.48) (:.34)

IR/SMD -.250 -.354 -.287 -.301 .008 .010 .972 .891 -.056 --.076

(.66) (:.54) (.43) (.41) (.97) (.96) (.04) (.06) (.88) (:.85)

YRGRAD -.028 -.027 -.018 -.018 -.015 -.015 -.004 -.005 -.010 --.006

(.03) <:.05) (.30) (.28) (.20) (.19) (.79) (.75) (.09) (:.75)

YRGRADSQ .0003 .0003 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0004 .0005 -.00006

(.16) (:.20) (.49) (.47) (.31) (.30) (.87) (.83) :.83)

3CDUM -.097 -.096 -.127 -.146 -.086 -.087 .063 .054 .141 .133

(.56) (:.56) (.41) (.35) (.43) (.42) (.59) (.64) (.26) (:.3i)

PUBLIC .164 .165 .182 .185 .161 .156 -.031 -.067 .061 .045

(.22) (:.22) (.46) (.45) (.28) (.30) (.85) (.68) (.72) <:.8o)

APPOINTS -.006 -.005 .010 .011 -.006 -.006 .151 .165 .024 .024

(.69) (:.74) (.42) (.40) (.44) (.43) (.12) (.09) (.03) (:.o3)

HEMP/BED -.136 -.184 .084 .076 .447 .417 .115 .173 -.311 --.270
- (.52) (:.4o) (.80) (.82) (.04) (.05) (.63) (.47) (.30) (:.39)

JR3AN -.048 -.157 .130 -.252 -.194
• :.77) (.52) (.43) (.13) :.30)

IDPOP ..00 .143 .095

:.26) (.79) :.87)

.OUTPUT .214 .237 .265 .266 .178 .177 .053 .072 .011 .018
(.07) :.05) (.02) (.02) (.07) (.07) (.49) (.35) (.88) (:.8i)

.UAGEIND -.002 -.023 743 738 542 543 1 54 368 368
(.99) (C 90) C002) (.002) (.001) (.001) (.24) (.32) (.01) ('.01)

iMOPCT .786 .749 .653 .684 .057 .071 -18.224 -18.337. .381 .380
(.22) [.24) (.51) (.49) (.89) (.86) (.000) (.000) (.41) (:.4i)

.KOSWAGE .209 .162 -.510 -.450 .191 .139 -.698 -.604 -.589 --.603

-9
(.51) (.61) (.31) (.40) (.52) (.65) (.04) (.08) (.13) (:.i3)

.136 .134 .090 .083 .080 .078 .283 .287 .042 .035
257 257 216 216 249 249 276 276 111 277
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TABLE 4-1 (CONTINUED)

OBG/REG GP/REG IM/REG

. 787 .825 .237 .241 .204 .206

(.008)- (.006) (.33) (.41) (.40) (.30)

-.110 -.095 :oo6 '.003 -:i86 -!l87

(.44) (.51) (.97) (.99) (.16) (.09)

SIZESO-1.O i-J k-*
'.010 !009 -.020 -.019 .026 .026

(.57) (.63) (.47) (.49) (.14) (.14)

H0-3SIZE -.016 .028 -.028 -.062 .027 -.032

(.91) (.85) (.73) (.51) (.80) (.78)

LHEMP/SMD -.129 -.149 -.060 -.018 .069 .066

(.38) (.34) (.63) (.89) (.58) (.60)

IR/S>ffi .493 .350 -.057 -.177 -.302 -.302

(.34) (.51) (.91) (,74) (.19) (.20)

YRGRAD .023 .027 -.036 -.036 -.006 -.006

(.44) (.36) (.01) (.01) (.23) (.23)

YRGRADSQ -.0008 -.0009 .0004 .0004

(.18) (.13) (.05) (.05)

BCDUM .154 .165 -.128 -.117 .088 .085

(.31) (.28) (.44) (.48) (.42) (.46)

PUBLIC .0003 -.036 .195 .201 .158 .157

(1.0) (.86) (.16) (.15) (.36) (.36)

APPOINTS .025 .027 -.010 -.009 .005 .005

(.02) (.02) (.43) (.51) (.50) (.50)

HEMP/BED -.364 -.360 -.297 -.327 .154 .156

(.34) (.35) (.20) (.15) (.51) (.51)

URBAN -.275 .053 -.020 -.375
(.22) (.75) (.91) (.04)

MDPOP .691 1.145 -.833

(.36) (.27) (.09)

I.'OUTPUT .004 .009 .318 .330 .306 .307

(.97) (.92) (.01) (.009) (.000) (.000)

LWAGE IND .367 .428 -.016 -.040 .647 .946
(.10) (.07) (.94) (.84) (.000) (.000)

HMOPCT .146 .189 .107 .112 .262 .262

(.79) (.73) (.88) (.87) (.69) (.69)

LHOSWAGE -.749 -.871 .426 . 308 -.002 -.009
(.12) (.08) (.23) (.41) (.98) (.21)

.107 .108 .138 .135 .170 .164

180 180 186 186 155 155





TABLE 4-1 (CONTINUED)

ACDG OEU

1.206 -1.207 . 133 .112

(.02) (.02) (.85) ( .88)

.219 .175 -.384 .469

(.39) (.52) (.29) ( .21)

SDmil =DER>L\T SDUMl URO
SDUM2 =GASTRO SDUM2=0T0
SDUM3=CARDIOV

.113 .106 .101 .097

283 283 295 295





TABLE 4-1 (CONTINUED)

NEURORTH

I^iDHR .520 .524

(.02) (.02)

GROUPSIZE -.284 -.280

(.04) (.04)

SIZESQ .030 .029

(.11) (.13)

HOSSIZE .059 -.053

(.63) (.71)
-

LHEMP/SMD -.038 -.017

(.83) (.93)
-

IR/SMD -.101 -.020

(.86) (.97)

YRGRAD -.001 -.006

(.61) (.73)

YRGRADSQ .0001 .00008

(.67) (.76)

BCDUM .212 .194

(.16) (.20)

PUBLIC -.130 -.142

(.49) (.45)

APPOINTS -.011—
(.64)

HEI-IP/BED -.194 -.190

(.53) (.55)

URBAN .378

-

(.04)

:dpop -.451

*

(.48)

L-OUTPUT .208 .218

(.20) (.02)

LWAGEIND .299 .288

(.13) (.15)

:-iM0PCT -.467 -.413

(.59) (.63)

.HOSWAGE .310 .221

(.45) (.60)

sDu^a -.216 -.240

(.10) (.07)

.9 SDUMl =NEUR0S
.077 .088

I

'

188 188





TABLE 4-1 (CONTINUED)

ACDG OEU

LMDHRS .484 .484 .369 ..340

(.005) (.005) (.09) (.12)

GROUPSIZE -.010 -.010 -.522 -.510
(.93) (.93) (.005) (.006)

SIZESQ -.007 -.007 .067 .065

(•59) (.60) (.03) (.04)

SDUMl -.311 -.325 -.171 -.172
• (.01) (.01) (.20) (.20)

SDUM2 -.544 -.567

i

(.000) (.000)
1

SDUM3
i

-.418 -.439
1

1
(.002) (.001)

PROPR ,295 .264

1

(.20) (.26)

HOSSIZE .047 .040 .112 .069

(.57) (.66) (.33) (.59)

LHEMP/SMD .087 .096 -.008 .023

(.35) (.33) (.95) (.88)

IR/SMD -.029 -.031 -.354 -.366

(.55) (.53) (.38) (.39)

YRGRAD -.015 -.015 -.029 -.032

(.17) (.18) (.05) (.04)

YRGPJ^SQ .0002 .0002 .0003 .0004

(.30) (.31) (.13) (.10)

BCDUM .019 .298 .307

(.85) (.03) (.02)

PUBLIC .206 .186 -.052 .064
- (.15) (.19) (.77) (.72)

APPOINTS .018 .019 .009 .010
(.04) (.03) (.41) (.40)

HEMP/BED -.118 0.125 .053 .017

(.54) (.51) (.86) (.95)

URBAiN -.063 .131

(.71) (.45)

MDPOP .282 .209
(.39) (.67)

LOUTPUT • - 008 - 007

(.90) (.91) (.26) (.25)

LWAGEIND .422 .427 .696 .695
(.002) (.002) (.000) (.000)
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TABLE 4-2

COST FUNCTIONS

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: LN OF VARIABLE COST PER MD PLUS COST OF MD TIME
(SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARENTHESES)

GPS IM PEDS GS OBG

X w U 1 76 . 250 -.248 . 046 038 237 -. 245 020 023

( 12) ( 11) ( 03) (.03) (.56) (.63) ( .003) (.003) ( 82) ('. 80)

ST7F sn 048 048 . 030 . 030 . 008 -. 007 . 033 . 034 004 004

1. 002 (. 002) ( 04) (.04) ( .42) (.48) ( .001) (.001) \. 75) (. 73)

HOSSTZF 006 Oil . 105 .081 . 119 -. 156 . 152 -.053 054 082
r
K • 92) (. 87) ( .24) (.41) ( .09) (.05) ( 08) (.51) (! 49) (.' 35)

T HR^rp /s^fD 101 067 . 143 . 158 . 124 . 144 006 036 021 047

25)
('

46) ( 23) (.20) ( .14) (.13) ( 95) (.69) (. 82) (• 63)

IR/SKD 147 274 . 405 -.407 . 005 . 021 647 523 186 186
('

73)
("
53) ( 09) (.09) ( .98) (.90) ( .06) (.14) (. 50) (. 50)

VRGRAD 024 023 . 016 -.015 . 014 014 003 . 002 010 007
('

01) ( 02) ( .16) (.17) ( .14) (.16) ( .79) (.84) (^ 02) (. 56)

VRGRADSQ 002 0002 , 0001 .0001 . 0002 . 0002 .00007 -.00006 0000

(. 11) ( 13) ( .38) (.42) ( .25) (.28) ( .70) (.74)
—

c 82)

BCDU>I 042 037 .026 -.016 .036 -.037 .026 .016 173 167
("

74) ( 76) ( .80) (.88) ( .69) (.68) ( 75) (.85) (i 06) ('. OS)

PUBLIC 159 163 160 . 159 . 169 .165 050 -.086 032 023

(. 11) (. 10) ( 32) (.33) ( .18) (.19) ( 67) (.47) (. 80) ^ (• 86)

APPOINTS 012 010 008 . 009 . 005 -.005 101 . 115 023 023
(*

30) (. 36) ( 33) (.33) ( .43) (.40) c 16) (.11) (. 005) (. 005)

LHEI'IP /BED 132 181 057 . 042 . 310 .277 158 . 165 267 239

41) 27) ( 79) (.85) ( .08) (.12)
('

34) (.33) (! 22) (. 28)

URBAN 027 . 085 . 159 -.202 106

C 83) (.59) (.25) (.09)
('
43)

>IDPOP 1 015 . 121 -.224 . 218

(. 13) (.73) (.59) (.49)

LOUTPUT 370 390 » ^ ^ X 220 977 227 Xi. X ^ 3T• J > X OQT

( .000) ( 000) ( .001) (.001) ( .002) (.002) ( 008) (.004) ( 06) (. 05)

LWAGEINT) .038 .010 .659 .658 .466 .459 .179 .151 305 304

\ .79) ( .95) ( .000) (.000) ( .001) (.001) ( .11) (.19) ( 005) (. 005)

HMOPCT .608 .596 .794 . 793 -7 .755 -7.805 272 270

( .21) ( .21) ( .23) (.23)
— —

( .000) (.000) ( .41) (. 42)

LHOSWAGE .106 .037 .250 -.330 .188 .148 .396 -.346 347 350

( .65) c .88) ( .45) . (.36) ( .45) (.57) ( 11) J. .17) ( .22) (. 21)

r2
.199 .201 .131 .124 .079 .077 .134 .139 .083 078
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. TABLE 4-2 ( continued) .

DBG/REG GP/REG IM/REG

GROUP SIZE .010 .009 -.169 -.165

)
i' Q ^

• y->; ( 1 7 ^
K ' lo)

SIZE SQ -.002' -.002 -.019 " -.018 .023
'

.023
{.0 /

)

V. . oy; V . 1j; (..lb;

HOSSIZE -.042 -.005 -.023 -.068 .032 .027

(..00)
/ 79 ^

v.. jd; 7^A

LHEMP/SMD -.040 -.060 -.044 .002 .063 .071

k • /z; \ , \j i.

)

v-L. u; K' jy ) v.. ->->;

IR/SMD .136 .050 -.125 -.235 -.299 -.307
\' ' ->J \. DO) r 1 7^

.025 .027 -.033 -.034 -.009 -.010

V . uu V. . jz;

VRGRADSQ -.0009 -.0009 .0003 .0004 .00005 .00005
\ . u j; (' 09 ^

. uz; . oh; ^ R9 >
V. . oz;

BCDUi-I .210 .220 -.020 -.006 .096 .091
I, . u /

;

. ooj 07^
. jd; ^ . Jo;

PUBLIC -.038 -.034 .148 .155 .143 .142

V • J-o; \ - ~>o)

APPOINTS .024 .025 0.013_ -.012 .006 .006
nn

^

I., uuj; 99'l ( 97^
v . hd; ^ A A \

HEMP /BED -.360 -.350 -.215 -.246 .146 .130
^ 9^^^. zj;

URBAN -.188 .105
'

—

( 97^

MDPOP .359 .914 .155
97^

V . z /

;

f A7

^

LOUTPUT .091 .097 .382 .389 .323 .321
\, . UUU J V. . UUU ) . UUU J K.yjz)

LWAGEIND .326 .359 .009 -.016 .619 .612
(.06) (.05) (.95) (.92) (.000) (.000)

HMOPCT -.087 -.064 .361 .375
(.84) (.88) (.56) (.55)

U . joX /i c; 1
. z4J — . U jU — . Uo /

(.30) (.23) (.21) (.41) (.93) (.85)

.143 .140 .209 .210 .174 .169

180 180 186 186 190 190
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TABLE 4-3
COST FUNCTIONS

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: LN OF VARIABLE COST PER MD
(SMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY)

GPS IM PEPS GS OBG

LMDHRS .306 .264 .793 .800 .433 .426 ..'251 .246 .367 .367

( 22) ( 28) (.03) (.03) (.06) (.07) (.34) (.36) (.17) (.18)

GROUP SIZE .534 .525 -.507 -.509 -.285 -.274 -.070 -.062

C 001) COOl) (.02) (.02)
— —

( 08) ( 10) ( . 65) (.70)

SIZE5Q -.109 -.107 .066 .067 -.009 -.004 .032 .031 .003 .002

(.000) (.000) (.02) (.02) (.45) (.45) (.14) (.16) (.89) (.93)

HOSSIZE -.131 -.137 .057 .067 -.111 -.111 -.014 -.028 .091 .082

( 17) (.15) (.78) (.74) (.32) ( 32) ( 93) ( 90) (.57) (.61)

LHEMP/SMD -.062 .005 .033 .022 .388 .317 -.194 -.179 -.151 -.141
( 59) (1.00) (.88) (.92) (.006) ( 01) ( 28) (.37) (.41)

IR/SMD -.010 -.198 -.356 -.350 -.419 -.402 .931 .896 -.028 -.045
( 98) (.63) (.37) (.38) ( 2h) ( 27) ( 12) ( 15^ ( 95) ( 93)

YRGRAD .007 .007 -.025 -.024 -.020 -.019 -.028 -.028 .032 .034

(.74) (.73) (.21) (.22) (.12) ( 14) ( 17) ( 16) (.40) (.41)

YRGRADSQ -.0004 -.0003 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0003 .0003 -.0009 -.0009
(.38) (.34) (.40) (.40) (.36) (.39) (.26) (.25) (.25) (.25)

BCDUI-I -.081 0.091 -.101 -.105 -.102 -.103 .120 .120 .018

(.61) (.61) (.58) (.57) (.38) (.38) (.46) (.47)
-

—

(.92)

PUBLIC .114 .080 .042 .034 .072 .077 -.127 -.145 .041 .039

(.46) (.60) (.90) (.92) (.68) (.67) (.66) (.62) (.87) (.88)

HEI'IP/BED -.030 -.171 .145 .493 .489 .301 .264 -. 388 -.435
(.89) (.44) (.72) (.03) (.04) (.38) (.46) (.33) (.28)

TTD T> A \T

MUrUr 1.756 -.227 -.139 .234 .476—
(.03)

—
(.69)

—
(.78)

.

—

(.68)
—

(.52)

LUU irU i . 371 .400 .232 .235 .226 .229 .001 .0006 -.024 -.021
(.007) (.003) (.08) (.08) (.02) (.02) (1.00) (1.00) (.79) (.82)

-.146 -.229 . 676 . 679 .459 .451 .187 .174 .309 .324
(.37) (.16) (.03) (.02) (.01) (.01) (.38) (.42) (.08) (.07)

nMOPCT .357 .273 2.23 2.22 -.124 -.119 .179 .200
(.60) (.69) (.33) (.33) (.76) (.77) (.78) (.75)

.HOSWAGE -.352 -.434 -.773 -.727 .295 .307 -1.132 -1.177 -1.058 --1.106
(.20) (.11) (.29) (.32) (.48) (.41) (.01) (.01) (.06) (.05)

.PJlTAILW -.038 -.048 1.63 1.69 .692 .717 .072 .074 1.394 1.248
(.65) (.56) (.25) (.24) (.40) (.39) (.42) (.42) (.23) (.29)

>^
.450 .471 .101 .096 .124 .119 .002 .000 ,013 .005

I 122 122 158 158 176 176 181 181 204 204





J3BG/REG
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TABLE 4-3 (continued)

GP/REG IM/REG

-.903 .936 .318 .297 .501 • .539

(.02) (.01) (.27) (.30) (.11) (.100)

GROUPSIZE -.064 -.062 .163 .223 -.196 -.202

(.27) (.29) (.74) (.65) (.20) (.20)

SIZESQ -.033 -.052 .030 .030

-

(.78) (.65) (.14) (.14)

HOSSIZE .044 .011 -.149 -.165 .139 .156

(.82) (.96) (.17) (.13) (.34) (.36)

LHEMP/SMD -.217 -.195 .040 .117 .127 .117

(.25) (.30) (.78) (.43) (.44) (.48)

IR/SMD ' .594 .513 -.239 -.425 -.464 -.457
(.33) (.40) (.59) (.34) (.09) (.10)

YRGRAD .033 .034 -.009 -.005 -.008 -.005
(.45) (.43) (.70) (.80) (.20) (.79)

YRGRADSQ -.0009 -.001 -.00005 -.0001 -.0000
(.29) (.26) (.89) (.75) (.89)

BCDUM .074 .099 -.032 -.005 .041 .041

(.71) (.62) (.86) (1.00) (.77) (.77)

PUBLIC .033 .035 -.031 -.072 -.067 -.075
(.91) (.90) (.88) (.71) (.79) (.76)

HEMP /BED -.398 -.453 . ODl -.093
(.39) (.34) (1.00) (.75)

— —

URBAN

MDPOP .-.735 1.703 -.223

(.41) (.07) (.64)

LOUTPUT -.015 -.016 .306 .330 .221 .217
(.89) (.88) (.08) (.06) (.05) (.06)

LWAGEIND .327 .410 -.206 -.260 .563 .571
(.22) (.15) (.31) (.20) (.008) (.008)

:-iMOPCT .171 .204 -.405 -.346
(.80) (.76) (.64) (.68)

— —

lHOSWAGE -1.068 -1.106 -.266 -. 397 -.135 -.093
(.14) (.12) (.53) (.34) (.80) (.86)

LRETAILW .676 .355 -.032 -.044 1.012 1.098
(.63) (.81) • (.71) (.60) (.30) (.27)

.057 .054 .212 .238 .157 .142
137 137 92 92 117 117
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TABLE 4-4

COST FUNCTION
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: LN OF' VARIABLE COST PER MD PLUS COST OF MDTIME

(SMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY)

GPS - IM

GROUPS I ZE .395 .388 .299 .299

c 01^ c 01")
. J. y ( 05) ( . 90)

SIZESQ .077 .075 .041 .040

( . 000) (
\ . 000) ( . 05) ( . 05)

HOSSIZE .192 .135 .002 .003

-

( .17) ( .14) (1 . 0) (1 .0)

LHEMP/S>E) .055 .011 .189 .191

•

V 62) ( . 92) ( .21) ( .21)

IR/SMD 049 .142 .459 .459

( . 90) ( .72) ( .10) ( .10)

YRGPvAD .010 .010 .021 .021
-

( .61)V -I. / (. 61^ ( .13) ( .13)

YRGRADSQ 0004 0004 .0002 .0002

c .29) V 26) c = 35) ( 36)

BCDUM .117 113 .040 .041

( .45) r 46) c .
75") ( 75)

PUBLIC 073 044 ,007 .007

( 62) r
V 76) . 0) ( . 97)

APPOINTS ni 1VJ-L X m nVJ _L VJ ?04 907

(. 25) c' 32) ( 17)
('

18)

HEMP/BED 024 162 128 123

a'- 91) C 45) ( 65) 67)

URBAN

MDPOP
: 1. 728 044

(. 02) (. 91)

LOUTPUT 448 466 199 198

(. 000) r 000) c 01) ( 01)

LWAGEIND 136 218 629 628

v. 39) c 17) ( 003) ( 003)

{MOPCT 341 257 1. 904 1 904
('

61)
('

69) ( 23) (. 23)

.HOSWAGE - 314 - 396 — 652 _
_ 661

( 24) (. 13) ( 20) (. 20)

.RETAILW 023 035 1 414 1. 404
( 78) (. 66) (. 16) (. 16)

-2

.360 386 122 116
122 122 160 160

PEDS GS OBG

. Oil . Oil -.203 -.185 .056 .063

(.90) (.90) ( fin) ( ''^f^^
V - ->o

;

-.003 -. 003 .022 .020 010 -.011
(.81) (.81) ( 8) C 4S)

-.105 -.104 -.026 -.040 .058 .051

(.31) (.31) f 60) ( 64)

.344 .322 -.082 -.053 -.043 -.034
(.008) (.02) ( ft9) ( 79) ( 78)

-.376 -.376 .518 .445 -.124 -.178

(.25) (.25) ( 97)

-.021 -.019 -.011 -.012 .037 .039

(.09) (.11) ( 4n) C 17) { 1 S)

. 0002 .0002 .0001 .0001 -.001 -.001

(.26) (.31) r 07) ( nA^

-.094 -.093 .031 .030 .062 .069

(.38) (.39) \, to) • ou; ^' =^7 ^

. 052 . 052 -.172 -.218 -.055 -.057

(.75) (.75) \ '->•>) 9 S) ( 7 S) 7A^

-.014 -.014 .118 .126 .115 .121

(.22) (.21) (.19) (.16) (.24) (.22)

.325 .325 ADA. HUH . JO o - Ann

(.12)

—
(.12)

—
(.06) (.12) (.14) (.11)

-. 279 .483 .373
(.54) { 20) (.46)

.287 .291 .077 .078 .045 .048

(.001) (.000) (' An^

.417 .401 .210 .182 .265 .277

(.01) (.02) ( IT) ( 90) ( 03) f 02)

-.152 -.152 -.032 -.016

(.68) (.68)
—

( 94) f 97)

.219 .219 -.689 -.111 -.706 -.742

(.57) (.57) (.02) (.01) (.06) (.05)

.613 .653 . U_)_) . ujy 1 1 1 1 noX . JL U

(.42) (.40) (.36) (.33) (.13) (.17)

.117 .114 .051 .055 .051 .048
176 176 182 182 204 204
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TABLE 4-5

DEFINITION OF ADDITIONAL VARIABLES FOR PRICE REGRESSIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

HOTEXP

MFAMINO

PROFMAN

POP

PCTLBLK

PCTMOVE

LOCGOV

RETAILW

PCTNOINS

PCTMAID

PCTCARE

PCTAGED

FETPCPH

14 . SMSAPAY

15. POPDENS

Hotel Expenditures per Capita, 1967

Median Family Income, 1969

% of Workforce who are Professionals or Managers, 1970

Total Population, 1970

% of Latino and Black population, 1970

% Population change between 1960 and 1970

Per Capita Direct, General Expenditures by-

Local Government, 1967

Retail Wages, 1967

% of Patients with no insurance

% of Physician Patients with Medicaid

% of Physician Patients with Medicare

% of Total Population 65 and over

Hospital personnel divided by total number of
patient care physicians by SMSA

Average wage rate for hospital employees by SMSA

Population Density for Urbanized Areas of SMSAs
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TABLE 4-4 (continued)

OBG/REG GP/REG IM/REG

GROUPSIZE _.076 .081 - .139 • .197 -.175 -.173
(.55) (.53) ( . / /) K . 00) (. z3) K • z4)

31ZESQ -.015 -.016 -.025 -.044 026 .025

(.36) (.35) ( . 82) C.o9) { .19) ( .19)

HOSSIZE -.023 -.040 -.132 -.151 .126 .120
/ "7 \(.87) (.78) (.21; (.15) (.40) (.43)

LHEMP/SMD -.020 -.008 .047 .119 .144 .148

(.89) ( . 95) (' 7/, ^ (.35) (.35)

IR/SMD .280 .238 -.182 -.360 -.465 -.466

(.52) (.59)
/ A7 ^ (.40) / n7 ^(.0/) (.05;

YRGRAD .041 .042 -.004 -.001 -.011 -.012

(.1/) J_.lD) ( . oD) (.. 94) (. .50) (•4(3)

YRGPvADSQ -.001 -.001 -.0001 -.0002 -.00005 -.00005
(.05) oz;

BCDUM .146 .159 -.075 -.047 .072 .070

(.31) (.zo) ( . ba) (. /9) (.59) (. bU;

PUBLIC -.204 -.204 -.068 -.104 -.114 -.115

(•-54) 79

^

c;7^
V. • J ' ) V. . DJ)

APPOINTS .494 .495 Ull -.009 .161 . 167

(.002) (.002) (.27) (.34) (.29) (.28)

dEMP/BED -. 342 -.374 014 KJL) . 032

(.30) (.27) (.96) (.72) (.88) (.91)

URBAN

MDPOP .366 1.606 .091

(.57) (.07) (.84)

LOUTPUT .088 .089 .401 .418 .295 .292

(.22) (.21) (.005) (.003) (.003) (.004)

LWAGEIND .283 .324 -.176 -.232 .547 .542
(.15) / TON(.12) (.37) (.24) (.007) (.008)

IMOPCT -.248 -.238 -.410 -.355
(.60) (.61) (.62) (.67)

-HUbV/AGE -•616 -.635 -.200 -.321 -.211 -.229
(.23) (.22) (.62) (.42) (.67) C.65)

IP^TAILU 1.032 .878 -.012 -.025 1.176 1.146
(.30) (.40) (.88) (.76) (.22) (.24)

.131 .126 .218 .241 .139 .130
137 137 92 92 118 118
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TABLE A -6

A

PRICE FUNCTIONS
REGRESSIONS OF USUAL FEE FOR FOLLOW-UP OFFICE VISIT ON PRACTICE INPUT

PRICES, PRACTICE AND PHYSICIAN CHARACTERISTICS, HOSPITAL INPUT PRICES,

INPUTS, AND CHARACTERISTICS AND SMSA CHARACTERISTICS ,ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES
(SMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY)

SPECIALTY GP (ALL) iji (ALL) PEDS
MAX ALL MAY ATTALL MAY AT TAX<L

VARS WA D C

. A1 QHi J .316 .495

V • / d; ( Vi')'\ ( 24')

• u / u -.024
( 77> C fi71^ • / ;

. 4 / ^ 7 fid 1 AO _ 1 73

(.17) / ft7\

PPTTIT APT * UHU

^ .uux; V .ux;

• uu^ nm
jx;

AUMT ATI -1.09 *1 • XO . 7m
< n^ . i.x; t 77 ^

(. . /z;

— .Ooo 064 uoo nnns — m 7— . UX^

(.38) (.20) ( / /. \
(, • yy

)

( .83)

.833 • / /
_ TrtC 07 7 007

. yu /

(.19)
/ 7Q \(.28) / C *3 \(•o3) (.03) ( .05;

PTTRT TP 00J

V • jo;
— •

nn7. uu /

(.82) (. • /o> t on ^
V. • yu;

UUU^ ^ m ^ — nnnc
. UUU J

(.80; X. JKi k • oUj <. . xy

;

71 \

1* 35 . / JU T /.A X . X . / J

(.03) (.41) (.15) ^ nn7 ^
V. . uz;

wn*^puAHp's nAnn*;
• UUUl

/ 7Q\

— . UUj — . UoU _ nn7— . uu /

(.80) (.05) I. jo;

— . UUj — • U^X — . UZU — nA7 — . L/ J O

(.00) ( '}f\'\ (.32) ( 00=;^
^

.

UUj; k . uj;
PPTMFPARP o

. UlJ — . uoo — . UJu

(.08) r '>f,\
v • u /

;

^ .xj;
CMC A WTrvrp / MTl m Quxy — . Uo J -.073 A7n— . uzu

^ A7^
V . xo; (.27) (./x;

cvc A nri CL7A c ni Q
. Uio Oj J 77fl

. HJJ

(.87) (.63) (.15; (.09)
— . Uj J . uox .071 . uoy

(.50) (.02) (.02) / An \
( .09)

.0001 -.0002 -.0006 -.0003

(.81) (.77) (.02) (.24)
PCTFEMHEAD .141 .280 .284 -.177 -.159

(.47) t 1 7 ^ (.19) (.20) (.32)
PCTMOVED .043 .050 .087 .090 .038

(.20 (.29) (.06) (.09) (.38)

MD/POP - -1582.12 -2324.93

(.74) (.55)
MD/SQMILE .692 .346 1.14 1.58 1.35 1.73

(.64) (.000) ( 281 (.001) (.16)
MFAMINC .0003 .00004 -.0002

(.27) (.91) (.49)
SMSAPCTOVER65 5.60 19.69 16.22 14.70 14.12

(.61) (.12) (.28) (.10) (.17)
SDUMl

SDUM2

Sr)UM3

CONSTAT .657 -1.49 -2.00 -1.74 -1.68

(.35) (.30) (.70) (.80) (.77)

r2 .222 .144 .404 .372 .286 .277

N 144 144 189 139 202 202

^
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TABLE 4-6A (CONTINUED)

SPECIALTY
ACDG

STEP MAX ALL MAX ALL
5^ VARS R VARS

GROUPSIZE .347 -.340
(.74) (.71)

SIZESQ -.023 .067

(.89) (.60)

PRACJAGEIND .842 1.03 .306

(.27) (.21) (.70)

PCT3LACS -.013 -.009
.55 (.69)

HOSSIZE -.002 .001

(.23) (.47)

OWNLAB 1.64 2.75 -.239

(.05) (.05) (.77)
HEMP/SMD -.054 -.037 .002 .002

(.72) (.33) (.88) (.87)
-1.31 -1.28 .331

(.12) (.19) (.68)
PUBLIC .932 -.813

(.52) (.53)

YRGRAD .024 -.173 -.183
(.84) (.05) (.06)

TRGRADSQ -.0007 -.0009 .002 .002

(.18) (.61) (.22) (.20)

EEr-JAGES 2.37 1.96 1.50 .974

(.06) (.20) (.09) (.41)
EOSPWAGES -.0003 -.0003

(.26) (.30)

PCTNODIS .035 .033 -.003

(.28) (.32) (.90)

PCC^EDAID .009 .441

(.76) (.88)

PCTMECARE -.006 .035 .033

(.77) (.04) (.09)

SMSAEEMP/MD -.039 -.119 -.129

(.71) (.05) (.08)

SMSAHOSWAGES .404 .382 .550 .605

(.04) (.10) (.001) (.002)
PCTAFDC ,144 .162 .081 .083

(.002) (.002) (.03) (.04)

POPDENS .0009 -.001

(.51) (.21)
per ''tMHEAD .514 .582 .507 .625

( 04) (.04) ( 041 (.03)

.091 .100 .043

(.13) (.18) (.46)
<ERIM!!MD/POP 2579.73 . -8366 36

(.71) (.14)

MD/SQMILE .878 -.603 -.617 1.68

(.09) (.81) (.13) (.34)
MFAMINC .0002 .526

(.69) (.90)
SMSAPCrOVER65 41.01 45.47 15.81 18.15

(.01) (.01) C.24) (.23)
SDUMl -1.22 -.367

(.25) (.74)
SDUM2 -1.93 3.06 2.86

(.21) (.001) (.02)
SDUM3 1.68 1.51

(.09) (.21)
CONSTANT -15.94 -18.02 -2.26 .341

(.03) (.08) (.67 (.97)
r2 .285 .257 .236 .204

N 243 243 273 273

SDUMl-OTO SDCMl-
SDUM2-UR0 SDUM2-

SDUM3-CARaiOV

Speciaicy Abbreviations:

Cochonology, ENT, Urology

Allergy, Cardiovascular Disaas

Der:=acology , Gastroencerolog:.-
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TABLE 4-6A (CONTINUED)

SPECIALTY GS OBG NEURORTH
STEP ALL ALL MX ALL

R VARS R VARS R VARS

GROUPS IZE .314 -.443 -.495 1.19 1.21
(.79) (.19) (.16) (.26) (.27)

SIZESQ -. 064 -.04- -.220 -.203
(.68) (.14) (.20)

PRACWAGEIND 1.19 1.32 1.31 .967 2.21 2.32
(.25) (.25) (.22) (•39) (.04) (.03)

PCTBLACK .043 -.007 .051 .053

(.12) (.81) (.07) (.08)
HOSSIZE -.002 .002 -.001

(.44) (.46) (.62)
OWNLAB .774 -1.95 -1.87 -.673

(.07) (.09) (.79)
HZMP/SMD — • Uo2 —.023 — • Uoo -.083 .072 .075

(•71; (.83) (.51) (.44) (.75) (.75)
BCDUM -. 304 .343 -1.51

(.80) (.77) (.31)
PUBLIC 1.17 -1.07 -4.97 -5.40

(.59) ( .54) (.02) ( .02)

TRGRAD -.002 .046 -.035

(.08) (.79) (.92)
YRGSADSQ -.003 .002

(.33) ( . 79)

RETWAGES -.471 2.32 3.40 2.37

(.79) (.18) ( .03) (.12)

HOSPWAGES • 0003 .0008 -.0002 .0003

(.01; (.07) (.53) (.56)
PCTNOINS -.068 -.070 -.023 n 9 Ll

(.22) (.25) (.64) ( . 7Q
PCTMEDAID -.051 -.031 -.123 -.131

(.24) (.48) (.02) (.02)
PCTMECARE -.035 -.032 -.045 -.050 .064 .078

(.14) (.21) (.26) (.22) (.04) (.03)
SMSAHEMP/MD -.131 -.426 -.493 -.366 -. 376

(.38) (.002) (.008 (.007) (.01)
SMSAHOSWAGES -.151 -.198 -.099 .138

(.34) (.28) (.65) . (82)

PCTAFDC .128 .135 .186 .184
- (.03) (.06) (.01) (.02) ( -83]

POPDENS .0004 .002 .005 .004 .005 .005

(.26) (.29) (.001) (.01 (.001) ( .002)
PCTFEMHEAD 1.11 .976 -.204 .470 .473

( . 000) (.007) (.61) (.13) (.21)
PCTMOVED .131 .137 -.103 .217 .222

(.08) (.15) (.34) (.03) (.04)

md/pop 6218.24 16349.12 13267.80 20714.47 20934.57

(.56) (.14) (.27) (.07) (.08)

MD/SQ>aLE -2.36 -8.64 -7.40 -10.98 -11.35

(.45) (.02) (.06) (.006) (.006)

MFAMINC .0003 -.0008 -.0009 -.001

(.53) (.17) (.07) (.08)

SMSAPCT0VER65 36. 63 47.59 -19.10 -12. 92

(.07) (.04) (.38) (.49)
SDUMl 2.16 2.17

(.05) (.06)
SDUM2

SDUJG

CONSTAOT -20.59 12.31 21.43 -19.23 -14.97

(.08) (.01) (.10) (.10) (.26)
r2 .244 .203 .179 .324 .296

M 192 230 230 149 149

SDL'M1-^^EUR0S

Speciaj.:- Abbravlaclons

:

NEURORTH N'eurJsursety and Orchopedi
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TABLE 4-6B ;

PRICE FUNCTIONS

REGRESSION OF ROUTINE FEE FOR FOLLOW-UP OFFICE VISITS ON PRACTICE
DIPUT PRICES, PRACTICE AND PHYSICIAN CHARACTERISTICS, HOSPITAL INPUT
PRICES, INPUTS MID CHARACTERISTICS AND SMSA CHATACTERISTICS

TWO-STAGE LEAST SQUARES
(SMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY)

(ASYMPOTOTIC t-STATISTICS IN PARENTHESES)

SPECIALTY GROUP (ALL) IM PEDS GS OBG

PRACWAGEIND .731 1.94 -.036 1.62 .498

(1.3) (2.0) (-.57) (1.4) (.44)

PCTBLi\CK -.008 .016 .020 .049 -.004

(-.59) (.65) (].0) (1«6) (-.14)

KOSSIZE vv .0001 .00004 .002 = 0004 .002

(.09) (.01) (1.7) (.14) (.60)

HE14PS>E) -.088 -.081 123 -.053 -. 103

(-.89 ) (-.78) (-1.0) (-.27) ( -.96)

BCDUM .994 -.846 ] .04 -.092 .528

(1.3) (-^91) ( 2.1 ) (-,08) (.45)

PUBLIC -.030 -1.75 .389 1.55 -1.51

(-.03) (-1.0) (.43) (.63) (-.84)

YRGRAD .005 -.054 .024 -.007 -.087

(.22) (-1.7) (1.1) (-.13) (-1.5)

RETIn?AGES .537 3.73 1.51 .452 2.01

;(.55) (2.2 ) (1.6) (.23) (.94)

KOSPWAGES - .00003 -.00003 - .0002 . .0007 -.00007

(-.11) (-.07) (-.66) (1.6) (-.18)

PCTN0IN3 -.013 - .098 .002 -.055 -.055

(-.64) (-1.9) (.14) (-.83) ( -1.1)

PCTKEDAID -.005 -.017 -.020 -.047 -.024

(-.29) (-.53) (-.85) (-1.1) ( -.54)

PCTMECiVRE. - .025 .017 -.028 -.040 -.069

(1.6) (.80) (-.56) (-1.5) - (-1.6)

SMSAH0SWAGE3 .004 -. 108 .612 -.295 - .163

(.03) (-.75) (1.6) ( - 1.5) (-.7 3)

POPDENS -.003 .008 -.005 .003. .009

(-1.2) (1.4) (-1.4) (1.2) (2.9)
PPTPFMH FAT) 19 7 — 1 "^9

. i jz. — 1 DA

(.64) (-.58) (-.68) (2.6) (-.25)

SMbAnEnrMD — . UhA — . U i o . U J J) - . Z U i — . J D J

(.78) (-.16) (.66) (-1.2) (-2.8)

r KlnurlLlrUr c c: o o 1 c. /,djZj I. OH 17 7m 1 ci / / U/ . i

o

(-1.2) (1.4) (-1.3) (.86) (1.7)
MDSQMILE 6.75 -13. 10 10.02 -6. 17 -19.87

(1.3) (-1.3) (1.5) (-1.0) (-2.5)
MFAMINO .0004 -.0008 .00002 .0003 -.0007

(1.1) (-1.2) (.05) (.54) (-1.0)
SMSAPCT OVER 65 -2. 28 10.47 9.03 43.47 -6.46

(-.20) (.53) (.76) (2.0) (-.30)

SDLl'I 1

SDL"M 2

SDU^[ 3

CONSTANT 12.78 -24.57 14.95 - 18.58 4.03

(1.3) (-1.3) (1.2) (-1.4) (.30)
N 144 189 202 192 230
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TABLE 4-6B (CONTINUED)

SPECIALTY NEURORTH OEU ADCG

PRACWAGEIND 2.31 O ~7 O
. o /Z 3 .94

1 . u

;

/ 9 /. ^(3.4)
PCTBLACK HQ/. AAA

. uuy . 056
vz..d; V, . Jo; (i. bj

— . UU i A A— . uuz A A O- . 003

V • 1 ->) (-1 . 0;
7T T7 vrD c V.r'n

, Uoo A A Q
. UUo A / A- . 040

( i . OJ
t? r'TiT rvfdCUUM 1 19 1 A 1— i . U i . 33 1

(,-. J/; V . J- u; ( . 4b;

r UiSLiL —4 . J C5
1 AT
J . b / -1 . 35

(. i . i; (-.68)
YRGRAD A / C- , U^o - .066

i . J

;

(-1.6)
REiwAGhb O O "7

3 . Z / Z. /4 5 . 43
('1 7 >(i. /; z' 1 ^(i . DJ (Z. 1)

7 T /-\ r» "nT T A T? <?HUSrWAGhb nAn Q
. UUUc A A A O- . UUU3 A A A O- . 0003

/'I 9 >
(. i . z; f 7 9 ^(-. /J)

PL iNUiiNb n/, 7 A O
. U32 A A /- . 004

(. , y i; (-. iz;
T) r'' f I? TV A TTN -.131 A 1 A

. U lU A ~7 C
. 075

/" 9 9 ^(.-z. z; (1.5)
PCTMhCARE A O ^

. UOD ATI-.011 A C A
. 059

(.z. 4; (Z. i;

Si>jSAhOSwAGjiS o o /
. Z4o AO/- . 024

C-i. i; (i . u; ( -.o»;
rOrL)Ej>lb AA O

. UUo A A "7

. UU /
A A /I

. 006

Az. u; ( n 9^(Z . J; ( . y i;

r L. 1 r £,jln bAJJ ^;
. ZDo O ~7 A

. Z /U A / O
. 04o

o C'Ld Anr.i'lxrLU - . i / O 1 "7

. i / b
/'9(Z . o; (-1.3) ( i . i;

r Ix 11 LlJ ITUr A c: 1 A C A / A O O O or4y3Zo . 23 /Ac// O 740344 . o4
\.i. o; ( i . y; ( i . i;

TvfricinvfTT V
L LUov^Lil L.I1 1 o "7 n-lo. /y - l3 , lU A "7 ~7

y . / /

(-Z . i

;

^ Q A^(- . yu;
>r"i7A\1'T\Tr'
i ii i-i_ lli>U A A A AHA!

. UUUl A A A O- . UUUo
(,-. /z; (. 2o) (-.b«;

c^^c^ppT nT7i?p 21,46 34.78 -19.66
(-1.1) (1.8) (-.89)

1 2. 47 1 r\ o -2.12

(2 . 0) (-.62) (-1.3)
bUUM Z . 382 2. 83

(.33) (1.6)
SDUM 3 2. 20

(1.2)
CONSTANT -18.49 -26.31 -30. 18

(-.98) (-2.1) (-1.3)
N 149 243 273

NEUHORTH
OEU
ACDG

SDU'M 1=NEUR0S

Neurosurgery and Orthopedics

Ophthomoloav, ENT, Urology
Allergy, Cardiovascular Disease.

Dermatology, Gastroenterology

SDm-I 1=0T0
SDb7I 2=UR0

SDUM 1=DERMAT
SDU>I 2=GASTR0
SDUM 3=CARD 10

V
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PRICE FUNCTIONS

REGRESSION OF ROUTINE FEE FOR FOLLOW-UP VISIT TO HOSPITAL
INPATIENT ON PRACTICE INPUT PRICES, PRACTICE AND PHYSICIAN CHARACTERISTICS
HOSPITAL INPUT PRICES, INPUTS AND CHARACTERISTICS AND SMSA CHARACTERISTICS

ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES
(SMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY)

SPECIALTY GP (ALL) IM (ALL) PEDS GS
STEP Max. All All Max All Max All

R Vars. R Vars

.

R Vfl r s

.

R Vn r 53

.

GROUPSIZE -1.54' .954"" .717' -2 1 05
(.29) (.48) .44) (.27)

SIZESQ .200 -.106 .072 .164 .291
(.30) (.58) (.08) .19) (.24)

PRACWAGEIND -.012 2.07 2.10 1.54 .43 3 .75 3. 92

(.99) (.05) (.06) (.18) .25) ( .02) (.03)
PCTBLACK .019 -.010 .031 .034 -. 026

(.46) (.68) (.20) .24) (.57)
HOSSIZE -.002 . 0003 -. 003

(.42) .88) (.57)
OWNLAB -2.49 -2.20 -1.36 1.63 .60 -2 61 -2 .58

(.05) (.12) (.24) (.15) .20) ( 12) (.15)

HEMP/SMD .109 .169 -.105 -.067 .292 .267 314 -.387

(.51) (.37) (.33) (.56) (.09) .16) ( 22) (.17)

BCDUM -.180 -.139 .18

(.91) (.89) .25) _

PUBLIC 3.82 3.54 .981 .765 . 943

(.02) (.07) (.59) .67) (.78)
YRGRAD .153 -.056 -.126 .094 300 -.260

(.47) (.12) (.28) .42) ( .18) (.27)
YRGRADSQ -.002 -.004 .001 .001 005 . 005

(.02) (.23) (.46) .55) ( .10) (.14)
RET\^^AGES -.978 4.03 2 .80 .331

(.61) (.000) (.07) (.90)
HOSPWAGES .0002 .0004 . 0003 -.0002

(.70) (.36) .50) (.78)
PCTNDINS -.142 -.052 -.048 . 020 -.033

(.72) (.27) (.35) .44) (.73)
PCTMEDAID -.038 -.043 -.052 -.074 .083 .048

(.28) (.16) (.15) (.02) .02) (.49)
PCTMECARE .043 .038 -.027 .017 051 -.045

(.08) (.18) (.24) .83) ( 19) (.26)
SMSAHEMP/MD -.061 -.120 -.150 .135 190 .323

(.53) (.27) (.15) .24) ( 28) (.17)

SMSAilOSV^AGES -.058 -.075 .302 .373

(.80) (.56) .64) (.19)

PCTAFDC -. 165 .065 .075 .030 278 .307

(.33) (.15) (.12) .69) ( 002) (.006)
POPDENS -.001 .00007 .0004 001 -.003

(.55) (.63) .82) ( 03) (.23)

PCTFEMHEAD .541 .789 .280 .119 585 . 62 7

(.10) (.07) (.43) .72) ( 20) (.26)

PCTMOVED .158 .143 .019 .165 :i34

(.03) (.16) (.83) (.02) .19)
PRIMCMD/POr -4883.48 9335.20 4442.86 2 099 .30 -12734.63

(.61) (.002) (.56) .81) (.45)
MD/SQMILE .671 2.06 1.11 2.11 1.20 .35 3.64

(.31) (.53) .(.04) (.36) (.02) .63) (.53)
MFAiMlNC .0005 .0009 .0006 . 0006 -.0002

(.31) (.16) (.16) .31) (.84)
SMSAPCTOVER65 13.12 22.29 28 . 00 54 .21 50 . 84 11. 18

(.58) (.26) (.24) (.008) .03) (.75)
SDUMl

SDWI2

SDUM3

CONSTANT -5.24 -3.71 -11.78 -6.67 -8.99 -7 .79 9 37 11.76
(.51) (.79) (.06) (.54) (.25) ( .52) ( 15) (.47)

r2 .152 .076 .335 .303 .128 .080 087 .038

N 144 144 189 189 202 202 192 192





TA13LE 4-7A (CONTINUED) -93-

SPECIALTY 03G (ALL) NEURORTII OEU ACDG

STEP Max All Max All Max All Max
Vars. Vars. Var.s R^

GROUPS IZE
_

.618 .318

(.67) .84)

SIZESQ -.092 -.102 -.114 .196 .141

(.13) (.10) (.58) (.02) ( .57)
PRACUAGEIND -.986 .982 1.70 2 .19 3.41

(.50) (.49) (.13) ( .07) (.001)
PCTBLACK -.032 .028 .006

(.35) (.46) .84)

HOSSIZE .002 - -.009 .009

(.48) (.002) ( .005)
OWNLAB -.237 -2.19 2.20 2.78 2 .04 1.98

(.10) (.14) (.51) (.03) ( .33) (.05)
HEMP/ SMD .111 .150 .219 .2 99 .344 .357 -.035

(.39) (.28) (.43) (.33) (.13) ( .16) (.05)
BCDUl-1 .551 -5.56 -5.79 .429

(.72) (.003) (.004) .77)
PUBLIC -4.15 -3.97 -3.04 -3.61 .450

(.06) (.09) (.25) (.22) .83)
YRGRAD -.257 .155 .542 .584 .038 -.376

(.000) (.49) (.19) (.19) .83) (.001)
YRGRADSQ -.002 -.013 -.014 . 0004 .004

(.61) (.11) (.12) .88) (.009)
RETl-JAGES 3.97 3.40 4.57 5.02 2 .83 2 .09 1.55

(.02) (.17) (.01) (.04) (.04) ( .36) (.17)
HOSPWAGES -.0002 -.0004 .0001

(.67) (.60) .80)
PCTNOINS .116 .134 .092 .093 .103 .107

(.05) (.05) (.31) (.33) (.03) ( .03)
PCTMEDAID .073 -.089 -.107 .017 .110

(.20) (.17) (.15) .70) (.003)
PECTKECARE .054 .023 .075

(.24) .44) (.000)
SMSAHEMP/ME .362 .242 -.088 .108

(.07) (.31) (.63) .49)
SMSAHOSWAGES -.168 1.85 1.85 .461

(.55) (.005) (.02) .18)
PCTAFDC -.062 .140 .12 9 .191 .167 .057

(.56) (.22) (.32) (.005) ( .03) (.25)
POPDENS .001 .001 .002

(.25) (.55) .32)
PCTFEMHEAD .649 .258 .204 .810

- (.12) (.60) .63) (.01)
PCTMOVED .181 .228 .343 .293 .282 1272 .162

(.10) (.10) (.005) (.04) (.000) ( .01) (.02)
PRIMCMD/POP -19708.13 14 022.84 -7816 .07 -4712.55 -13

- (.000) (.36) .47) (.06)
MD/SQMILE -1.17 -1.52 .10

(.61) (.78) .27)
MFAiMINC .0003 -.003 -.003 .0005

(.65) (.001) (.003) .46)
SMSAPCTOVER65-24.80 -14 .92 -7.67 25 .48

(.33) (.60) (.75) .34)
SDu^a 3.72 3.24 . 669 -2.73

(.009) (.03) . 67) (.02)
SDUM2 .489

.84)
SDUM3

CONSTANT 17.20 -19.92 -2 0.48 -18,23 -23.12 -22 .87 -8.03
(.19) (.21) (.10) (.30) (.01) ( .14) (.21)
.103 .075 .304 .268 .145 .095 .252

All
Varf

N 239 230

Specialty Abbreviations:
NEURORTII Neurosurgery and Orthopedics
OEU Ophthomology, ENT, Urology
ACDG Allergy, Cardiovascular Disease,

Dctcrmatology
,
Gastroenterology

149 149

SDUM1=NEUR0S

243

SDmi2=0T0
SDUfl2=UR0

243 273 273

SDy>a=DERMAT
SDUM2=CASTRO
SDU>O=CARDI0V





TABLE 4-7B

PRICE FUNCTIONS

REGRESSION OF ROUTINE FEE FOR VISIT TO HOSPITAL INPATIENT ON PRACTICE INPUT
PRICES, PRACTICE AND PHYSICI.Vl^ CHAR.\CTERISTICS , HOSPITAL INPUT PRICES, INPUTS
AND CH.AJIACTERISTICS A.ND SMSA CIL^RACTERISTICS TTTO-STAGE LEAST SQUARES

(SMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY)

(ASYMPTOTICT-STATISTICS IN PAFvENTHESES)

SPECIALTY GPS IM PEDS GS OBG NEURORT

PRACWAGEIND 691 oz . 34 1

.

67 3 .95 - .645 1 . 42
/
\ • • y; (1- 1; (2 .1) (- .44) c . ob;

PCTBLACK r\r\ I004 5 . 62 004 - 024 - .013 . 103

(

•

13; . ly; f no ^uy

;

(- .49) (- .36) (2 • 0)

HOSSIZE r\ n o002 nriQ
. UUo 002 001 .002 . 0001

Q^l^y u; (\- 9 7 \.11) o-L

;

( .25) ( 50) ( . 03;

HEMP/SMD 1 O "7

13 / . 09/ UZD - ,287 .139 . 301
(
\ • dd; (\- 7/, \ ( uy

;

(- .91) (1 .0) f
\

c 7 ^
. o/;

BCDUM mo912 O T T
. Z J J i •

Q nJU - .219 .537 -4 /, Q
. HO

(
\ • -> 1

)

(
\ . zu; -l; ( .11) ( .35) (

9—

Z

• z;

PUBLIC 1

.

Q 1oi n Q
. z9o Z . iz 1 .41 -3 16 oZ .52

(
\ .

(\- • I'4-; u; ( .36) (-1 4) (\- 7S! ^
. 1 O )

YRGRAD yj/o . 055 01 / .072 - 271 n n n

c \ (-I • ^) (\-' j^; ( .91) (~ 37) (\- R Q ^
. oy;

P^T\-7AGES -1

.

39 4 . 15 65o 1 .42 4 08 5
-7 /

. /4

b/ ) tl • y; (\-' ji; ( .45) (1 5) v,z • z;

HOSPWAGES r\ r\ r\ r\ /00004 . 0002 0006 .00008 - 0003 n n n ^

c

.

n Q ^Uo )
/
\ . 5z; ( 7 Q >/a; (- .12) (- 48) ^/i ^

• ->H)

PCTNOINS 034 • 087 014 - .033 159 I/O.148

77; C-1 • 3) ( • 3o

;

(- .31) (2 4) (1 .3)

PCTMEDAID 029 . 039 038 .039 .053 . 140

81) f(- f 69) ( .54) ( 90) (1 • /)

PCTMECAPvE 060 • 014 059 - .052 - .011 . 059

(1 • 8) (- .53) (• 52) (1 .2) (- 20) (1 .2)

SMSAF^MP/MD 100 . 094 018 .280 .127 . 363
(-. 87) (- .6/) (. 09) (1 .0) ( .48) (

-1 • 5)

SMSAHOSWAGES 142 . 129 280 .406 .314 . 20m

(-. 56) (- . 70) (• 31) (1 .3) (-1 .1)' (
IAN.19)

POPDENS 008 .007 013 .003 .001 . 009

(1- 4) ( . 90) (1. 5) (- .85) ( .34) (1 .6)

PCTFEMHEAD 808 .002 178 .083 .190 .125

(1. 9) (- .004)
('
40) (1 .4) (- .35) ( .23)

PRIMCID/POP -37287. 76 48028 .46 74472. 64 -20493 .43 7816 .31 65580 .60
(-1. 2) ( .98) (-1. 4) (- .62) ( .22) (1 .3)

MD/SOMILE 15. 21 -10 .44 24. 47 5 .04 -1 46 21 .47)

(1. 4) (- .82) (1. 5) ( .53) (- 14) ( -1 .4)

:-[FA:4INC 0008 .0004 001 .00006 0005 .002

(1. 0) (- .49) d" 5) ( .07) ( 55) (
-1 .5)

S:iSAPCTOVER65 -5. 41 36 .20 29. 68 33 .01 -33 .05 -7 .05
(-. 22) (1 .5) (1. 1) ( .95) (-1 2) (- .27)

SDLC-a 4 .04

(2 .4)

SDU:-!2

SDUM1=NEUR0S

SDUM3

C0NSTA.NT

N

27.94
(1.4)

144

-29.56
(-1.2)

189

41.19 -61.52 -10.67 -3.09
(1.4) (-.30 (-.61) (-1.2)

202 192 230 149
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TABLE 4-7B (CONTINUED)

SPECIALTY OEU ACDG

PRACWAGEIND 1.95 .725

(1.6) (.87)

PCTBLACK .002 .013

(.05) (.48)

HOSSIZE -.006 .0004

(-1.8) (.17)

KEMP/SMD .155 -.001

(.51) (-.08)

BCDUM .564 .051

(.37) (.06)

PUBLIC .911 -1.05

(.42) (-.73)

YRGRAD -.015 -.070

(-.29) (-2.4)

RETvlkGES 3.30 3.32

(1.3) (1.8)

HOSPWAGES .0003 -.OOOOi

(.61) (-.08)

PCTNOINS .108 -.016

(2.1) (-.57)

PCT>IEDAID .022 -.016

(.50) (-.45)

PCTMECARE -.028 .036

(-.92) (1.7)
SMSAKEMP/MD .006 -.065

(.04) (-.58)

SMSAHOSWAGES -.667 .549

(-1.9) (2.6)

POPDENS .0010 .005
'(.23) (1.1)

PCTFEIfflEAD -.076 .358

(-.14) (1.0)
PRIMCMD/POP 17025.11 29251.93

(.45) (1.1)
MD/SQMILE -2.12 -9.33

(-.20) (1.2)
MFA>1INC .0004 -.0006

(.55) (-.90)
SMSAPCTOVER65 10.92 20.06

(.40) (1.2)
SDU>a -.673 -.007

(-.41) (-.01)
SDL'M2 2.61 3.45

(1.5) (2.7)
SDU^-I3 (1.37

(1.1)
CONSTANT -15.90 -23.02

(-.86) (-1.4)
243 273

SDU>a=OTO
SDU1'I2-UR0

SDUI-a^DEPu^LAT

SDUM2=GASTR0
SDU>0=CARDIOV
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TABLE '+-8

INCOME FUNCTIONS

REGRESSION OF NET INCOME ON PUTPUT PRICES
PHYSICIAN HOURS WORKED, PRACTICE INPUT PRICES PRACTICE

AND PHYSICIAN CHARACTERISTICS, HOSPITAL INPUT PRICES, INPUTS
AND CHARACTERISTICS AND SMSA CHARACTERISTICS

ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES
rSMSA PHYSICIANS ONLY) (SIGINIFICANCE LEVEL IN PARATHENTHESES)

SPECIALTY ACDG OEU GPS

STEP
MAX.

R
ALL

VARS
MAXj ALL

VARS
MAX,

R
ALL

VARS

GROUP SIZE -2434 - -3097 -14236

( . 84) (.62) (.49)
SIZE SQ 827 . 96 ~ 690.87 1798

( . 63) (.48) ( .52)
PRAC-WAGE IND 23398 26413 9540 10185 3994

! (.02) (.01) (.03) (.03) (.59)
PCT BLACK

!

-92 . 09 — -17.58 682.14 665 . 53

( . 75) / O O \
( .88) (.03) (.09)

jjr\O C T VTrlUbb iZfc, — — -11.64 — -21.73

(.37) (.53)
/^Tm TAT)OWN LAB -5757 7740 14689 20874

(.59) (.13) (.08) (.30)
HEMP / SilD 127.08 158.22 66.68 325.71 2198 3155

( • 39) ( . 93) (.74) (.30) (.26)

MDWEEKS _ _ 580.29 609.50 _ _

(.10) (.10)
TMDHRS 360.94 338.73 260.62 324.39 _ 320.03

(.15) (.26) (.10) (.06) (.53)
OFFFEE -2260 -2233 -262.72 _ -763.57

(.003) (.008) (.51) (.78)
BCDUM 20851 223.28 _ -621.70 _ -12354

(.03) (.04) (.91) (.59)
PUBLIC -7495 _ 4124 _ -31866

(.66) (.62) (.25)
YRGRAD _ 378.79 -636.10 -1073 - 3117

(.77) (.001) (.12) (.31)
YRGSQ -7.57 -13.94 -7.48 -18.18 - 66.84

(.14) (.46) (.49) (.09) (.21)
RET WAGES 4.95 - 12.29 -10.15

(.62) (.02) (.09)
HOSP. WAGES _ .828 .923 _ - 7.93

(.80) (.59) (.23)
PCT NO INS _ _ 154.53 -542.12 -636.62

(.44) (.19) (.27)
PCT MEDAID _ 126.58 _ 36.12 -137.76

(.75) (.83) (.79)
PCT MECARE _ -70.11 -23.90 _ -143.94

(.78) (.84) (.73)
SMSA HEMP/MD _ 172.33 319.62 _ -286.71

(.86) (.60) (.83)
SMSA HOSWAGES 3127 2611.59 1712 _ 952.33

(.20) (.35) (.21) (.77)
PCTAFDC 531.95 _ 158.27 _ 731.80

(.33) (.60) (.77)
POPDENS _ -12.28 _ 10.07 _ - 26.10

(.38) (.23) (.34)
PCTFEMHEAD -3335 -5749 - 382.47 - 4637

(.22) (.12) (.81) (.44)
PCT MOVED -955 730.42 1085 1142

(.19) (.02) (.01) (.44)
PRIMCMD/POP -30599919 44394927 -147860700

(.68) (.30) (.29)
MD/SQMILE 24627 -18473 14284 54560

(.30) (.20) (.07) (.25)
SMSAPCTOVER -155353 436.23 141714

(.44) (.68) (.68)
MEAMINC -6.96 - 8.61 -2.15 -3.34 12.84

(.07) (.08) (.22) (.21) (.16)
SDUMI : -10756 7854 5833

(.47) (.12) (.34)
SDUM2 -10227 -7077

(.53) (.45)
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TABLE 4-' 8 (continued)

CVVCT A T TV TV PEDS NEUORTH GS OBG

o LiLr
MAX, ALL MAX., All MAX., ALL AIL >IAX._ ALL
R

^
VARS R~ VARS R" VARS 3} VARS t VARS

\jts,\J u ir o x^£ 10576 o A71 n T IJXD J Zb JUZ 28355 /4yoy 21751

C - /o) ( • 48) ( . 03) ( . 03) (.06) ( .13)
-1691 3 Q 1 CJZO . li -1JUU . OU -3043 -3339 -2730 -2318

V.
. '+ O ^ (.83)' (.62) (.06) (.06) (.12) (.22)

£ iVrt. L>~WrtoCi L 1 \J J 1 15859 12782 36430 36244 37455 38847 -1790
{ AO ^

(, . uj ; (.24) (.39) (.06) (.08) (.001) (.003) (.90)

rL i dLiAUJx —^tX'* • vJO -411 . 58 -399 . 06 502. 95 -378.82 -318 .37 -496 . 62 -482 . 42

y.ii

)

(.06) (.23) ( .38) (.12) (.30) (.10) ( .16)

Ji. . UO TOT TOXzz . 1/ 1 T C O /.11 J . J4 - 11.63 lb . Z /

V - uo; (.007) (.02) (.73) (.60)
ntJM TAR -26362 -28081 90979 76378 1591 17259 188 . 40

(.05) (.06) (.03) (.11) (.90) (.20) (.18)
n r.pi r / Oj.JJJ -1 L'>'\ ICQ/ O O "7 QZZ /o 1 n /. QloU'+o -398 . 19 -636 . 01 AC"? "7 1-43 / . /i -391.27

C 301
(. . 3d; C • ^y) C . UUU ) \ . UOO

)

A T N
( .81) (.76) (.70) (.77)

MDl'TEEKS 896 . 98 1 7 Q T 1 ^ QQ ZU43 -1205
C 701 C. 54; (.52) (.45)

TMDHRS 206 .17 JOJ . Jo 031 . Zl J . /

b

34b

.

Id 486 . 17 269 . 28

(.10) ( Q 7 ^
( .37; C .08; C .lb) (.47)

Kjr r r 936. 22 —4UU.H-1 - I 7 /, T ^0I I "t^ . jZ —ly uz —oJX . b

/

f Q T ^
( . ol; ( .02) C . 03) A 7 1 ^

( . 71;

-12657 1 An*;oiDUbZ 1 T Q T 1 7 £ Q Q1 / by y

(.71; ( Q 7 ^
( . 24) / A ^

( .zo;

PUBLIC -6887 1 Q Q A —ZZJ.J /
/. ^ /. Q n—H-_>4yu — '4jy y A QQ A—zbyy

u

—ZJZX4
( 7 (.29) (.z3) ( .30; ( .85) ( .lo) A n ^

( .30)

522.42 CO o 7 —1 UDJ —1 nA7 —1 47nX 7 X u

C 71 "1

C.6/; C . o7; C .34)
/ 1 A \
( .-10) A /. ^

(. •4y

;

- -9.16 in so— lU . oZ 1 /. ^714 . 3 / J . 43

(.62) (.79) (.56) (.88)
- 10.50 o . bo -ID . bU T 7 m

. / J 1 7 1 T 1Z / IZl Jb3lZ

V • / ( . 50) (.24) ( .30) (.40) (.12) ( .1/

)

7 7"? - i . DO -11 . JD - y . 40 -. byj 1 . JD

^ • Jo^ (.77) (.09) (.27) (.88) (.79)
PPT \n TM^X ^ X ..1W X iT o —433 . 13 O 7 Q ^ 1236 lilb -11 / . 81

(.12) (.15) (.03) (.06) (.04) (.02) (.85)

PCT MEDAID 824.02 833 . 73 -107 . 51 1861 1771 50.82 1341 1288
(.05) ( DAI (.79) (.05) (.11) (.92) C. 008) (.02)

PCT MECARE 416.32 ^7R S7 229 . 75 -49.61 o n on-zsy . yy

(.08) (, . x£s; (.73) ( .86) (.58)
SMSA HEMP/l-m -1265 432 . 91 -6369 -7129 450.52 -951 . 22

( A ^ (.75) ( . 008) ( . 009) (.79) (.69)
SMSA HOSWAGES - -71 Q S7 -1193 -2691

C 7T1
( .58) (.32)

PCT APDC -547 . 77 -721.62 ncc /A-yob . 4^* -112 . 60 152 . 55
C 3fi1 (.39) ( . 60) (.88) (.88)

POPDENS 2.15 6.63 11 . 06 8.70 3 . 67 10 . 58 - 6.94

(.73) (.19) (.78) (.31) (.52) (.73)
PCTFEMHEAD -1248 2625 10973 11252 -4455

(. /o) (.50) (.05) (.10) (.38)
PCTMOVED -794.09 497.44 3417 3553 - -118.63 - -844.82

(.41) (.67) (.02) (.08) (.91) (.53)

PRIMCMD/POP -2434845 34283712. _ -65 1 36 7 2 6 51761333 - -72543003

(.98) (.74) (.77) (/67) (.63)

MD/SQMILE -6841 -10611 7949 -4498.76 - 15275 - -19649 - 30559

(.71) (.15) (.89) (.85) (.64) (.54)
SMSAPCTO^TR - -477 331 -392726 -307659 T noon/.lUoZU4 -2787 77 3 Q m /.

65 (:o3) (.15) (.38) (.67) (.25) (.15y

mfa:-iinc -5.05 -8. 14 1.04 - -9.63 - 5.93 -17.02 -18.86

(.29) (.20) (.87) \ * -J" J C 31 1^ . JX ) ( 0051 C Oil
SDUl-II 28675 33406

(.15) (.13)
SDU:-I2

SDra3

CON'STAXT 68953 81986 60484 38955 -334701 -106314 -390^3 -138346 110998 273093
(.21) (.61) (.12) (.84) (.02) (.74) (.27) (.29) (.20) (.12)

? .052 .0 .045 .311 .255 .103 .026 .072 .016

N 189 189 202 202 149 149 192 192 230 230

SDL-Ml = NEUROS
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TABLE 4- 8 (continued)

SPECIALTY ACDG OEU GPS

STEP
MAX._

R
2

ALL
VARS

MAX.-
R

2
ALL
VARS

MAX.
R

ALL
VARS

MAX.

R
ALL

VARS
MAX..

r2

ALL
VARS

SDUM3

CONSTANT 16372

(.28)

31379
(.62)

37204

(.19)

76146
(.52)

124858

(.01)

5708
(.73)
238367
(.02)

-2026

(.95)

-63919

(.28)

17813
(.50)

-129213
(.51)

.023 .017 .073 .029 .121 .069 .050

N 535 535 351 351 273 273 243 243 144 144

I

SDUMl
SDUM2
SDUM3

= DERMAT SDUMl = OTO
= GASTRO SDUM2 = URO
= CARDIOV





V. IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY

1 . Introduction

This study has provided estimates of cross-sectional variation in

hospital inputs on physician productivity and prices. We will assume that

similar effects will occur in the variation over time to which the Medicare

Economic Index (MEI) is meant to apply.

The purpose of the index is presumed to be to limit the growth in

physician real net income per unit of output to Medicare patients to some

publicly determined appropriate level. As part of such a policy, it would

appear desirable to achieve horizontal equity among physicians — a situ-

ation in which physicians in similar circumstances can achieve approximately

equal growth in real income, without arbitrary favoritism.

We will, therefore, first examine what our results imply for the

achievement of this goal. Do there need to be adjustments in the procedure

by which the index is applied?

We also consider the implications of our results for the changing

economic environment of physician-hospital relationships, in which a shrink-

ing stock of hospital facilities will be used by an increasing crop of new

physicians. Finally, we consider our results in the light of the discussion

of models of hospital behavior.

2. The Medicare economic index

The Medicare economic index presently applies a limit based on

an input market basket rate of growth to arrive at maximum reimbursement

levels for classes of U.S. physicians. Differential variation
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in prices physicians actually pay for inputs will obviously lead

to inequity in the use of such standards. Our research suggests,

however, that there is another possible source of inequity — differences

in the rate of growth in hospital inputs per physician. Such differences

will lead to changes in physician real income (including the value

placed on leisure) as hospital input levels change, even if the

MEI accurately measured input price changes for all physicians.

Such changes can occur either because the levels of inputs

themselves change or because the number of physicians among whom

they are shared changes. For example, the hospital (in a market

area) which is most successful in getting CON approval will, other

things equal, be able to provide more inputs to its physician staff.

Compared to other physicians in the market area, physicians who

use that hospital will have higher real income. Either their money

net incomes will be greater, or they will have to work fewer hours

for the same net income. On the other hand, at hospitals or areas

which experience larger inflows of physicians obtaining staff appoint-

ments, existing physicians will experience decreases in real income.

These haphazard distributions of windfall gains and losses are bound

to increase provider dissatisfaction with the index, especially

since there is some evidence that market price levels, when not

subject to Medicare limits, tend to adjust.

In addition to effects within market areas, there will also

be effects across market areas. In cities or other market areas

which experience larger inflows of physicians or larger infusions

of hospital inputs, physician real incomes from Medicare business

will change at differing rates even if the Medicare index could
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adjust perfectly for changes in practice costs. Since the fee level

for Medicare business is virtually determined by the index, the

effect of decreases in hospital inputs per physician in the market

area will be unequivocally negative: net incomes per hour spent

on Medicare business will decline .

But as suggested by the price functions, the effect of changes

in hospital input on the profitability of services to non-Medicare

patients, especially ambulatory visits to uninsured patients, is

ambiguous. If hospital inputs per physician decrease, price may

rise so much that net income does not decline. In any case, if

prices do rise as our results indicate, the net income per hour

from non-Medicare patients will rise relative to the net income

from Medicare patients. For an additional reason, then, in an era

of declining hospital resources per physician, the Medicare economic

index may offer financial incentives to the physician to prefer

non-Medicare to Medicare patients, even if the index correctly adjusted

for changes in the physician's practice costs . Moreover, this incentive

will be greater in areas in which there have been larger decreases

in hospital inputs per physician.

3 . Hospital Appointments

It seems plausible to assume that the physician's desire for

an active medical staff appointment at a particular hospital will

depend in part on the income he can expect to earn with the use

of the hospital's facilities. This is not to imply that only income

matters; it is only to suggest that, other things equal, physicians

will prefer an opportunity which yields more income to one that

yields less income.
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If physicians have correct perceptions about the income productivi

of hospitals, our results suggest which kinds of hospital appointments

we should expect to find in strong demand (but short supply) . The

principal characteristic of a hospital that was associated with

higher physician productivity was simply the number of hospital

employees per active staff physician. Given this variable, generally

neither the hospital size and scope of facility nor its control

mattered. (Such high input hospitals should, therefore, be highly

desirable as appointment sites.)

This raises an interesting question, which our results could

only bear on tangentially. Why does the level of hospital employees

per staff physician vary across hospitals? Is a high level indicative

of a hospital whose present staff has succeeded in closing or reducing

opportunities for additional members to join? Or does it indicate

a hospital which, for some other reason, few physicain find desirable?

If the latter explanation were correct, the cause of undesirability

is not likely to be lower general efficiency associated with the

hospital. The reason could involve casemix differences, although

we do not think this is very plausible. Our best guess is that

it is explicit or (more likely) implicit closed staffing that accounts

for high ratios of personnel to physicians, but at the present time

we were unable to analyze individual hospital-specific variables

which would be associated with closed staffing.

The results are highly consistent with earlier studies which

suggest that increasing hospital size need not increase efficiency.

Pauly {6} found that hospital costs tended to be lower in hospitals

in which output was concentrated among few physicians. These are
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likely to be exactly the same hospitals with relatively many hospital

personnel per physician. Such concentration or limitation on physician

staffing, therefore, seems to improve productive efficiency both

for the hospital and the physicians' own practice. One cannot be

sure, because associated increases in physician time input may cause

measured hospital productivity to rise.

Such a result offers a new perspective on several recent trends.

First, it implies that the current rapid increases in physician

supply will be associated with both competition for staff appointments

and possible declining physican and hospital-productivity. Second,

it implies that attempts by planning bodies to limit "duplication"

of facilities may be counterproductive, if limitation of facilities

is accompanied by a spread of multiple appointments. Any savings

from reduction in excess capacity may be offset by reductions in

physician productivity and increases in hospital cost.

4 . Are Hospital Inputs Free to Physicians ?

It is sometimes alleged that the ability of the physician to

obtain or to order hospital inputs for his patients without paying

for them himself is an important cause of inefficiency in the health

care system. Whether or not the inefficiency charge is correct,

it is important to note that this phenomenon is primarily traceable

to hospital insurance, not to the organizational separation of hospital

and medical staff. Were patients not insured against the cost of

hospital inputs, a physician's orders for such inputs would tend,

at the margin, to reduce what he can charge for his own services.

Our results in the price functions are consistent with such an offset,
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even given the current high (but not complete) levels of hospital

insurance. Reform of insurance based incentives would seem to be

warranted, rather than changes in the hospital's organizational

structure.

5 . Conclusion

The overall optimal organization of the health care system

requires minimization of all costs of producing whatever level of

care is chosen. Such minimization in turn requires consideration

of spillover effects between the physician and hospital sectors.

This study continues the piecemeal examination of those relationships,

and has made the important contribution of discovering that there

are specific (and large) interaction effects, with some important

direct policy implications of their own.

To get some insights into the overall optimization problem,

however, more complete information is required in the health care

system . Data on hospital and physician inputs and outputs need

to be linked. Insurance is likely to be found to be the culprit

in inefficiency detected by the use of such data, but at least we

would then have a better understanding of the directions for reform.
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